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ABSTRACT 

Many articles in the academic literature show fiequent differences between 

Englis h-speaking and Frenc h-speaking people living in Canada in terms of Li festyle, 

Product consumption, and Attitudes. However, few studies have made the effort to 

understand where these differences corne fiom and it is in this regard that this study was 

conducted. One of the most plausible explanations of  the differences observed is the 

historical differences that exists between French and English Canadians. Even today, the 

majority of  French Canadians living in Québec originate fiom France. On the other hand, 

English Canadians are a mix of people originally from England and other European 

countries, and more recently Asian countries. Some people argue that French Canadians 

were able to retain their ancestral culture by having their own political and legislative 

system. The airn of this research is to determine whether French Canadians, living 

mainly in Québec, are more similar to their French ancestors or to their English Canadian 

neighbours. 

This study was conducted using business students fiom across Canada and 

France. The List of Values (LOV), product consumption, and lifestyle variables were 

used to identify differences and similarities among the groups. The results offer no clear 

patterns that French Canadians living in Québec are closer, in terms of values, lifestyle, 

and product consumption, to either English Canadians or French living in France. Some 

results sirnilar with previous findings show that al1 groups equally ranked "Warm 

relationships with others", Sense of accomplishment", "Self-fiil fiIlment", and "Fun and 

enjoyment in IifdExcitement" as being the most important values in their life. As 

expected, significant differences were observed with the variables "Languages spoken" 
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and "Intemet" with English Canadians knowing a fewer number of languages and using 

the Intemet more oflen than both French-speaking samples. On the other hand, expected 

differences such as the French being more interested in fashion and cosmetics and 

drinking beer less oAen than Canadians were not found. In total, forty-five percent of 

variables used did not identify any significant differences among the three groups 

studied. 
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Proponents of the standardisation approach to marketing and advertisi ng argue 

that a single advertising message with only minor modifications (language) can be used 

in al1 countries. The reasoning is that buyers everywhere in the world share the same, or 

very simi lar, wants and needs and, therefore, can be persuaded by universal advertising 

appeals (Levitt 1983). Opponents of this approach contend that insurmountable 

differences (e-g., cultural, economic, legal) between countries and even between regions 

in the same country necessitate the adaptation or development of newldifferent 

advert king strategies. An advertising strategy should therefore, be adapted to the bel iefs 

and traditions (Kanso 1992), the cultural and marketing characteristics (Homic 1980). 

and traditional cultural values (Mueller 1987) of the citizens of each country or region, in 

order to be effective. These arguments and the resulting controversy raises many 

interesting questions. For example, "is it practical to create separate advertising 

strategies and alter products to tit variations in each country? Or is it possible to 

standardise products and marketing across diverse cultures and still see results? (Piirto 

1991, p. 143)" 

Past experience shows that some companies have had difficulties trying to 

replicate marketing action across ethnic groups. For example, Parker Pen Company (US) 

discovered quickly in 1984 that their new standardised strategy with one worldwide 

campaign was not working. The Company decided to shift back to their multi-dornestic 

marketing strategy with specific ads and pens designed for each country (Root 1994, p. 

282). This problern can be seen not only between two countries but also within the same 

country. 



In hi s art i d e  Values. Not hnonguage. Make The Canadians In Quebec Drfferent. 

Alex Sakiz ( 199 1) argues that Quebecois are different not because they speak a different 

language but because they have a different Iifestyle. "As a result, humour is different, 

drama is different, interest in ads are triggered by different stimuli ...(p. 6)". The author 

argues that linguistic factors alone should not be  a reason to have different advertising 

campaigns. "If we make the assumption that advertising must both communicate and seIl 

tc be effective, then to create advertising that sells, one must go beyond language into the 

realm of  values, custorns, and beliefs (Alex Sakiz 1991, p. 6)". 

T o  be effective, an advertising strategy should adapt to the  traditional cultural 

values of  the citizens of each country o r  region (Homic 1980; Kanso 1992; Mueller 

1987). Howard and Woodside (1 984) also determined that studying values is useful for 

marketing management in designing new products that conform to specific sets o f  choice 

criteria. Values are important because it is the goodness o f  product that lies at the heart 

of the whole communication (Pollay 1984). Dichter (1984) mentioned that "the 

examination of values provides a more meaningfùl and interpretative analysis o f  the 

underlying motives that structure attitudes and behaviour (p. 139)". Munson (1984) 

pointed out that "marketers must view such value-related knowledge as  simply a critical 

first step toward increasing their own understanding and appreciation o f  the fùnctionings 

and inner workings o f  the foreign culture (p. 24)". 

In that sense, the srudy of values should be essential to  companies and advertising 

firms trying t o  understand the consumers' behaviour in any particular region o r  country. 

Unfortunately, the majority o f  studies on consumers' values are done in an American 

environment. The  few studies that are specific t o  Canadians focused only on lifestyles 



and product consurnption and not directly on values. Many researchers have pointed out 

the advantages of  studying consurners' values, and as such it would be important to study 

Canadian consumers' values. 

Many have pointed out that when compared to English Canadians, French 

Canadians have a lot of differences in various aspects of consumption and lifestyle. 

Researchers have always found differences in purchase patterns between the two groups 

in terms o f  food and beverage consumption (Joy, Kim, and Laroche 1991; Mallen 1973; 

Tigert 1973). Differences have aIso been found in terms o f  media behaviour and makeup 

and clothing (Hui et al. 1993). Understanding where these consumption differences come 

from can help the marketers in designing products and advertking carnpaigns. 

If the Québec population is really different in terms of values, where do these 

differences come fiorn? Is it because they real ly are French? If so, their values and 

lifestyle should be more similar to the French than to English Canadians. Obtaining 

simi lar findings between the French and French Canadians could be the first 

demonstration of  potential success in the transfer of similar products and mix marketing 

between the two gmgraphic areas (Québec and France). 

This research will compare the list of values (LOV)(Kahle 1983) and activities 

between the two main cultural groups in Canada and compare the findings with a 

comparative French sample. The aim of this research it to give an explanation of the 

consumption and lifestyle differences found in previous studies and identifying a 

potential source of the differences observed. 



REWEW OF THE LlTERATURE 

GLOBALIZATION 

The major economic transformations of the last 20 years have changed the way 

companies do business. Levitt ( 1  983) explains that advances in communication, 

transportation, and technologies, and increased travel are al1 factors which contribute to 

the globalization of markets. The fa11 of trade barriers, globalization of brands, and 

integration of markets into regional trading blocks (NAFT& ASEAN. and EU) create 

homogenising effects on markets and al1 contribute to converging consumer tastes (Yip 

1996). Along the same line, Ohmae ( 1985) suggests that standardisation has become 

feasible in the converging markets of the Triad economies (Western Europe, US, and 

Japan), which represent the bulk of world market potential. Supporters of gkbai 

i ntegration argue, in the same way, that although di fferences between countries and/or 

cultures may exist, basic human needs are becoming increasingly homogeneous 

worldwide. 

Reasons presented in favour of a standardised approach include four suggested by 

Papavassiliou and Stathakopoulos (1 997). These are: 1) maintaining a consistent image 

and identity worldwide, 2) minimize confusion among frequent travellers, 3) develop a 

single, CO-ordinated advertising campaign across different markets, and 4) substantial 

saving in media costs, advertising production costs. Levitt (1983) adds that global 

integration has many benefits such as economies of scale and scope in production, faster 

accumulation of learning, reduced costs of design and modification, and reduced 

managerial time and effort. Daniels and Radebaugh (1995) define the ethnocentric 

companies as being "so imbued with the belief that what worked at home should work 



abroad that environmental differences are ignored (p. 7 1)". The preceding authors argue 

t hat di fferences among countries are limited and insignificant. Moreover, the advantages 

of the globalization of marketing strategies outweigh the small differences observed 

among countries. 

In contrast, the polycentric company "feels that differences in a foreign country, 

real and imaginary, great or small, need to be accounted for management decisions 

(Daniels and Radebaugh 1995, p.70)". The proponents of multi-domestic strategies argue 

that, while basic human needs may be similar everywhere, differences in cultural and 

other environmental factors influence the buying behaviour of people in different 

countries. Media characteristics and economic similarities alone are not enough to 

guarantee successfùl standardisation. Factors such as linguistic and cultural similarities 

also play a major role in the adaptation of the message (Sriram and Gopalakrishna 1991). 

Ot her factors such as domestic legal regulations, tax regimes, human resource issues, 

language requirements, and political and economic differences among nations may often 

make standardisation strategies unfeasible. It is also claimed that product adaptation, 

whether mandatory or discretionary, can strengthen a company ' s competit ive position 

(O'Farrel et al. 1998). 

As conditions in the company, industry, and foreign markets dictate, managers 

should seek a certain degree of adaptation of their marketing mix, and supervise the 

decision over time (Cawsgil et al. 1993). The process of combining the advantages of 

both global and local operations has become known as "Glocalization" (think global, act 

local) (Segal-Hom 1996). Such strategy uses a producthrand distributed worldwide that 



is advertised diff'erently among the countriedregions in the world presenting signifiant 

di fferences. 

ETHNICITY AND LANGUAGE ISSUES 

Ethnicity 

Since it is believed that consumption behaviour is primarily a cultural 

phenomenon, it is critical that marketers try to betîer understand the concept of ethnicity, 

how it is defined and measured (Hirschman 198 1; Schaninger et al. 1985; Wallendorf and 

Reill y 1983). Ethnicity ofien refers to a group of people emphasising and sharing 

common cultural values in a field of communication and interaction, which members are 

thought by themselves andor by others to constitute a distinguishable category (Barth 

1969;Yinger 1985). The concept also refers to people's sense of pride toward their own 

cultural group (Barth 1969). 

The first problem encountered is the methodological issues behind the concept of 

ethnicity (Cohen 1978). Joy, Kim, and Laroche (1 991) add that the validity of the ethnic 

studies, to a great extent, depend on the fit of the ethnic classification method used. 

Memurement 

Even if a general consensus seems to be shared among researchers on the concept 

of et hnicity. less agreement has been reached with respect to the operational isation. 

There are basically two schools of thouçht whose perspectives are in disagreement and 

whose methods obtain different results. 

The fervent of the "etic" or "objective" approach consider that researchers should 

personally decide which variables should be used to classifL ail respondents and not let 



the decision in the individual's hands. The pmblem with this approach is to select the 

criteria that will be used since the selection can become more "subjective" than 

"objective''. The criteria regularly used are cultural attnbutes such as religion, family 

narne, country of origin, mother tongue, or language spoken at home (Wallendorfand 

Reilly 1983). The etic approach ignores individual perceptions and mental States 

(Stayman and Deshpande 1989). 

On the other hand, in the "emic" or "subjective" approach., ethnicity is viewed as 

a matter of personal belief and its usual mean of classification is the respondent's self- 

identification. Cohen ( 1978) argues that "self-identification" is the best way to classify 

respondents in a particular ethnic group. He argued that ethnic caîegorisation should be 

seen by a person's own identity or identification with a particular ethnic group. 

Behaviours, values, beliefs, or material culture, are al1 to be understood in their own 

context, otherwise their meaning and significance escapes the researchers, who are not 

part of this particular ethnic group. 

Barth (1969) mentioned that the degree of identification the individual feels with 

a given ethnic group may largely determine the level of commitment. Going in the same 

direction, Hui et al. (1997) mention that sharing cultural traits is what generates solidarity 

or loyalty among the ethnic groups. Following Barth's argumentation, Hirschman (1981) 

was the first one to include this concept of "degree of affiliation" in her study on Jewish 

ethnicity. She used "religion" to measure the degree of afiliation of Jewish people. 

However, the problem is that "religion" might not be a good indicator of affiliation for al1 

ethnic groups. Greenberg et al.'s findings (1983) suggest that the use of Spanish can help 

Spanish people living in the United States to reinforce their cultural values and beliefs. 



As people are less acculturated "linguistically" there are fewer possibilities that they will 

become acculturated "culturally". Cohen (1978) also argues that "language" is a good 

ethnicity variable giving the example of French in Québec. "...promoiion io top 

manugemerrt positions, pliticai ideology, type of schooling, religious dtFerences, 

historicai experiïence, and cultural vaiues are a//  reflected in native language grouping " 

(Cohen. p. 396). For decades the French and English population living in Québec had 

none or very limited interaction with each other. Each cultural group had their own 

school system, religious affiliation, and neighbourhoods. If a Company was owned or 

managed by English people, the opportunities for French speaking people to be part of 

the management team were limited and vice versa. This "invisible clusterazation" 

limited the opportunities that these two cultural groups had to interact together and 

exchange ideas. 

Laroche et al. (1 99 1) obtained strong support to the employment of language in 

different communication contexts as an alternative operationalisation of ethnicity. These 

researchers have adapted Lieberson's scale (1 973) asking respondents to estimate the 

percentage of times they use French, English and other languages in 1 1 mass media and 

interpersonal communication contexts. Therefore, it gives a better idea on what is the 

language most frequently used compared only to language spoken at home or mother 

tongue alone. Laroche et ale's findings (1991, 1998) show that lanyage used in various 

social communication contexts and "self-identification" are the two best indicators of 

ethnicity among the six indicators used- These indicators were language, social 

interactions, religion, upbringing and background, ethnicity of spouse, self-label 1 hg. The 

use of "language" and "self-identification" has also the advantage of using a combination 



of subjective and objective assessments of ethnicity. The use of "language" as measure 

of ethnicity also joins Barth's definition of ethnicity (1969) on the element of "cornmon 

field of communication and interaction". 

More over, previous studies have consistently showed "language" to be the best 

and most widely used indicator of the acculturation construct. Some researchers based 

their acculturation scale strictly on language dimensions (Faber, O'Guinn, and McCarty 

1987; Laroche et al. 1998). 

Acculturation 

Communication is the fùndamental method by which individuals develop and 

understand a new culture (O'Guinn and Faber 1985). Communication, by definition, 

involves interaction with the environment. Kim (1977) explained that communication 

and acculturation are interdependent and inseparable. In accordance with Kim, a person 

can not acculturate to another culture without communicating with it in written or oral 

format. 

In other words, the language people use to interact with their family, peers, and 

other adults, watch television, listen to the radio, and read newspapers or magazines 

affects their propensity to learn from another culture, as the language used to do these 

different activities might not always be the same (Berry et al. 1992). Another argument 

to be in favour on the used Laroche et al. 's scale ( 1 99 1) using various mass media and 

interpersonal communication contexts instead of only mother tongue or language used at 

home. 

On the other hand, the use of the "host" language for an immigrant will not 

necessaril y mean the acculturation to the "host" culture. The interaction potential, 
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language cornpetence, acculturation motivation, and mass media availability are four 

variables that potentially affect the individual's level of knowledge of a new culture (Kim 

1977, 1979). Laroche et ai. 's results (1  998) indicate that as one acculturates 

linguistically, there then occurs an increasing marginal loss of ethnic identity, but not in a 

linear way. Many different ways can be used to study the acculturation process of a 

cultural group. The study of values. lifestyle, and product consumption are al1 elements 

that can be used in this regard. 

VALUES 

Rokeach7s definition (1973) of values is "an enduring belief that a specific mode 

of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite o r  

converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence" (p.5). "People develop values based 

on their heritage and life experience, and those values in turn influence subsequent 

behaviours. (. . .) In some respects values are individual representations of  societal goals 

(Kahle, Poulos, and Sukhdial 1988, p- 35)". 

Influences on consumer behaviour 

It is widely accepted, among both academics and practitioners, that values 

influence consumer behaviour (Kahle 1984; Kahle, Poulos, and Sukhdial 1988; Pitts and 

Woodside 1984). Kamakura and Novak (1992) explained that "there has been renewed 

interest among consumer researchers in the use of human values as the basis for market 

segmentation. This interest is driven by the view that values are more closely related to 

behaviour than are personality traits and that values are less numerous, more central, and 

more immediately relate to motivations than are attitudes (p. 120)". Rokeach (1973) 



argued that behaviour can be viewed as the consequence or  manifestation of the 

individual's underlying values and attitudes. Ditcher (1984) also mentioned that 

examining the values provides a more meaningfiil and interpretative analysis of  the 

underlying motives that structure attitudes and behaviour. The values have also been 

related to a person's choice between work and leisure activities in Jackson's tindings 

( 1 973) (Munson 1984). Rokeach argued that al1 attitudes are value-expressive and if one 

focuses on attitudes specific attitudes must be examined. On the other hand, an 

examination of values provides both an overall picture of the individual, as well as means 

o f  linking central beliefs to attitudes. "Values are more stable and occupy a more central 

position than attitudes, within a person's cognitive system (Kamakura and Novak 1992, 

p. 1 19)". Based on this argument, the study of value is more relevant than studying 

A.I.O. 

Moreover, Leigh and Martin (1 988) mentioned "the correct mix of media and 

advert isi ng copy, based on both demographic and value information, would more 

effect ive1 y reach the identified target market (p. 1 53)". Global products and strategies 

can still allow for local modifications, a good example would be mass-customisation. 

Glocalization calls for global strategies in which adaptations are limited to features that 

will cost effectively add value to the customers of a specific country (Keegan and 

Seringhaus 1996; Yip 1996). Therefore, if French-Canadians and English-Canadians 

show di fferent values preferences, t hese two groups should have different advert ising 

messages. However, Kamakura and Novak (1 992) argued that values are fairly remote 

from decisions made by the consumer, which are also affected by many other more 

immediate (but also less stable) environmental influences, such as price, sales 



promotions, exposure to advenising messages. This explains why the study of values 

alone can not dways predict the consumers' behaviour. 

LO V values 

One commonly used instrument for the measurernent of values is the Rokeach's 

Value Survey (RVS), which consists of 1 8 instrumental values (ideal modes of 

behaviour) and 1 8 terminal values (end states of existence). Kamakura and Novak (1 992) 

mentioned "the RVS covers collective and societal domains that might not be of direct 

i nterest for consumer researc h (p. 1 2 1 )". Therefore, Kahle (1 983) and researchers at the 

University of Michigan Survey Research Center have developed the List of Values called 

LOV. Its theoretical base is fiom Feather's (1975). Maslow's (1954), and Rokeach's 

(1973) work on values in order to assess adaptation to vanous roles through value 

fulfilment. 

A list of nine terminal-values was selected because of their applicability to al1 of 

life's major roles (Kahle 1984; Kahle, Beatty, and Homer 1986; Kamakura and Novak 

1992). Howard (1977) suggests that terminal values guide produa category choice while 

instrumental values only guide choice among brands (Kamakura and Novak 1992). 

Howard and Woodside (1  984) argue that instrumental values are more stable than 

attitudes but lest stable than terminal values. Kramer (1  984) mentions that cultural 

factors strongly affect the development of terminal values. 

One of the most important concepts in Rokeach's theory (1973) of human values 

is that, once a value is learned, it becomes part of a value system in which each value is 

ordered in priority relative to other values. Rokeach (1973) also argue that situations 

encountered in life rarely activate only one value. Most situations involve a conflict 
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among several values to be resolved in accordance to the person's value system 

(Kamakura and Novak 1992). These values can be used to classify people on Maslow's 

hierarchy (l954), and they relate more closely to the values of life's major roles (Le. 

work, leisure, and daily consumption). Kahte, Beatty, and Homer (1986) mention that 

many of the hundreds of findings from previous research provide evidence of the validity 

of LOV (Beatty et al. 1985; Kahle 1983, 1984, 1986). 

Munson and McIntyre (1 979) found that Rokeach's values could successfùlly 

discriminate consumers from three culturally diverse groups (Thailand, Mexico. US). 

Munson also mention that the Rokeach's values system (RVS) could be employed to 

develop value profiles for either the general population or individualised segment of a 

specific culture. ûther advantages are its relatively low-cost to administer in cornparison 

to VALS system and easily understood by most respondent groups in rating and ranking 

formats (Kahie 1984, Munson 1984). On the assumption that values really affect lifestyle 

and can predict the consumption differences that exist between the French and English- 

Canadians, the use of LOV will be used in this research. But, why should we see 

diffèrent lifestyles in Canada? 

Variations in values due to Culture 

Powell and Valencia (1984) suggested that since values lie at the core of culture, a 

prerequisite for examining the eflects of culture on consumer behaviour differences is to 

demonstrate differences in value orientations between culture. The first use of the word 

"culture" in an anthropological work was by Tylor ( 1  87 1). He defined culture as "that 

complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals. laws, customs, and any 



other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society" (Berry et al. 1992, 

Powell and Valencia (1 984) mentioned: 

"Ctdtwai factors shope oirr pcrso~tality and behaviour from early 
ch i l dhd  Each mernber of a culture is not on& distiriguished fiom 
outsiders &y a d~flererrt larrgt~age and ditere~rt eustoms, but also think 
diflerentiy, perceives his world d~flerertrly. d . m s  d~flerenîly, and bas his 
emotiorrs shaped by r k  norms of his clrhre. II is tro wonàèr t h  a 
person's behaviiot4ral fruits, which have been mot~lded by culttwal forces, 
are diflcz1lt to change itt later years (p. 240) '*. 

CULTURAL GROUPS 

Historical perspectives erplaining why French Canadians could be diyferent 

The Colonisation of La Noirveile France (1 534- 1 763) reall y began in 1604 with 

Champlain's expeditions. The territory had been propriety of France until 1759 when the 

English under General Wolfe were able to conquer La Nouvelle France. The British 

were officiall y granted the territory of New France by the terms of the Treaty of Paris in 

1763 (Daigle 1982). The society that remained was seen as being fairly differentiated 

from the British both in terms of rural and urban activities, and in terms of social class 

and the Church hierarchy, including rural peasants and Seigrrelrrs, urban-based small 

merchants and professionals, as well as artisans and the working class. 

The British, moved into the positions vacated by the military and administrative 

élite and took over control of the fiir trade and other commercial activities based in the 

urban centres, particularly in Montreal. The arriva1 of the Loyalists coming afier the 

American War of Independence, added a large and militantly British population, 

especially in Acadia and what has becorne Ontario (Heller 94). "Canada was settled by 



British immigrants who (. . .) maintained a close connection with British society as it once 

was @aigle 1992, p. 43)". 

In 1774. the Québec's act recognised the use of French civil law and xigniorial 

system in French-speaking Canada and in 179 1, the Constitution Act retained the nght, in 

the Lower Canada (now Québec), of subsistence of the French and the Catholic Church 

in this temtory. The French population were able to find political means for pursuing 

their interest, thereby helping the French Canadians to conserve their own religion, 

language, and judicial system (Daigle 1982). Since the church was an important actor in 

the transmission of Catholic's values in the society, it is assumes that many aspects of the 

French culture have been preserved because of that. In the meantirne, the heartland and 

western pan of Canada has been populated mostly with big influxes of immigrants 

seeking a better life coming mainly from European countries such as United Kingdom, 

Germany, Poland, Ukraine, and Netherlands. 

In 1967, a resurgence in French nationalism occurred after the visit by the French 

President Charles de Gaulle. In 1977 Québec's Bill 101 declared French the official 

language of Québec and required governments, schools, and businesses to use French. 

Thirty years afier the visit of the President Charles de Gaulle the economic and cultural 

relations between Québec and France continue to intensify. AAer the United States and 

inter-provincial exchanges, France is the second single market of Québec (Québec 

Government 1999). Québec is North American by virtue of its geographic location, 

French in origin and British from the standpoint of its parliamentary system. So, how the 

Quebecois' values have been affected in this environment is not clear. 



The development of  mostly two parallel cultures (inside and outside Québec) has 

led researchers to compare the two populations and found constant and significant 

differences. But what makes the French Canadians different? 1s it their cultural 

background that links them to France culture? 1s it a partial acculturation to the English 

Canadians culture? Or a completely different group o f  people emerges from the 

influence o f  French history and English Canadian geographic location? 

French Canadians 

Garreau (198 1) pointed out that "one o f  the reasons that Québec is a nation, rather 

than merely a cukural subgroup, like the Boston Irish o r  the San Francisco Chinese, is 

that there are so many o f  them relative to the population o f  the rest o f  Canada" (p.380). 

Québec has a population o f  7.3 million habitants that account for nearly 25% of the 

Canadian population. The size o f  Québec population makes this market o f  equal size to  

Switzerland and bigger than Hong Kong. Denmark, and Finland. Québec's GDP ranks 

1 7 ~  among OECD countries and ranks ldh in term of per capita income, ahead o f  the 

United Kingdom, Sweden, and New Zealand (Québec Government 1999). These 

stati st ics show the importance of considering different advertising campaigns if 

significant differences in lifestyle and values are observed between Québec and the rest 

o f  the country. 

Quebecois are meeting the challenge of maintaining a French-speaking Society 

and culture, in North America, which is home to 290 million English-speaking Canadians 

(see Table I ). Marchak ( 1980) mentioned "the isolation (. . . ) o f  Québec is even more 

evident because the local populations are ethnically and linguistically different from the 

outsiders (p. 197)". 



TABLE 1 

HOME LANGUAGE OF CANADIANS 

Québec Rest of Canada USA 

English 8.3% 75.9% 86.2% 
French 81.0 4.4 - 8 

Non-oRicial Languages 9.3 18.3 
Multiple responses 1.4 1.4 

13.0f 

Include Non4Kcial Languagcs and MultipIc rcsponscs. 
Source: S~aiistics Cariada (Ccnsus 1996) and U.S. Ccnsus Burcau (Ccnsus 1990). 

Despite the North American environment. the French language is still the major 

mode of communication in the province of Quebec. In 1996, there were 12 newspapers 

including only two English publications. Of the 870 radio and television channels in 

Québec, 76.6% are Francophone, 13,3% Anglophone, and 7.8% bilingual or multi- 

languages (OFQJ 1997). 

Various studies done on different aspects of Canadians' consurnption patterns 

through the 70s. 80s, and 90s have always found significant differences between English 

and French Canadians. A summary of some of the previous results can be found in Table 

2. Some of these results will be tested again in this research to observe if similar results 

are found, particularly with beverages, makeup and clothing, media behaviour, sports, 

social, and cultural activities. 

Previous research shows that French Canadians drink more alcohol than English 

Canadians, except for mixers and hard liquor. French Canadians usually read less 

newspapers, and watch more television than English Canadians. French Canadian 

women have been seen to have a larger interest in makeup and fashion than their English 



counterpans. Previous studies have not identitied signiticant differences between the two 

Canadian groups in terms of  sports and out-door activities. 

The majority of previous studies compared the two groups (English and French 

Canadian) without trying to  identify the ongin of the differences found. Hénault (1 971) 

mentioned some cultural characterist ics t hat might explain the di fferences observed. As 

it has been s h o w  in the historical section, the mots of the two major groups in Canada 

corne fiom d ifferent countries. This research study, CO mparing the French Canadian 

findings with a French sampling will f i I l  a previous void, giving a first insight on the 

tnily resemblance or not o f  these two groups. Historically, these two groups were the 

same people. But in the last 200 years the populations of  the two regions have been 

under the influences o f  diflerent political and economid  events. It might therefore be 

possible t hat t hese historical events have di fferently affected the two ethnic groups. What 

is still similar between these two groups in not clear and unknown. 



TABLE 2 

CONSUMPTION DIFFERENCES OF FRENCH AND ENGLISH-SPEAKLNG 
CANADIANS 

- 

Food consumption (Hiri et al. 1993; Beveragcs (Barnes & Bourgeois 1977; 
Malferr 19 73; Tigert 19 73. Vickers, & Maffen 1973; Schinger, Bourgeois & 
Benson 19 72) Buss 1985) 
Kitchen concern (+) Soft drinks 
Cooking, baking (+) Beer, ale 
Frozen convenience foods (-) Wine 
Home-made soup (+) Distilled liquor 
Butter and regular rnilk (+) Mixers 
Margarine & low fat milk (-1 Hard liquor 

Ban king (Chebut, Laroche, & Malette Makeup and clothing (Hui et al. 1993; 
1988; Hiri et al. 1993; Joy et al. 1991) Mallen 1973; Tigert 1973; Vickers & 
Risk taking behaviour (-1 Benson 1972) 
Credit card usage (-1 Concern with: 
Owning stock and bonds (-1 Fashion (+) 
Own RRSP, Personal life insurance (+) apPearance (+) 
Dislike credit (+) Clothing (+) 

Cosmetics (+) 

Media behaviour (1MaIferr 19 73; Sports (Kim, Luroche, & Lee 1990) 
Schatrir~ger, Botwgeois, & Btlss 1985; Teams sports (4 
TÏgert 1973; fickers & Berrsorr 1972) Individual sports (9 
Newspaper reading (-) Wilderness activities (9 
Television viewing (+) Attending sports events (.) 

Social and cultural (Kim, Laroche. & Lee Attitudes (Hui et ai. 1993) 
1990) Oriented toward: 
Go to parties (-1 Home (+) 
Visit family (0) Family (+) 
Take coursedAttend lecture (+) Children (+) 
Visit cultural display Kitchen (+) 
Go to plays or concerts (0) 

Health conscious (+) 

A positive sign (+) indicatcs grmier usage or atritudind conccrn for Frcncli fainilics. A ncgative sign (-) 
indicatcs lcsscr usage or attitudiml conccm for Frcncti fainilics. A ncuml sign (0 )  indicatcs no diffcrcncc 
l ~ i -  bccn found bciwccn Englisti CanadL,uis and Frcncli Canadi,ms. 



The French 

The French population is still very sirnilar in many ways to the Quebecois. 

France ranked 12" in term of per capita income among the OECD countnes in 1995, as 

opposed to 16th for Québec. Seventy-five percent of French live in urban region 

compared to 77.6% in Québec. Eighty-one percent of the French population is Roman 

Catholic (86% in Québec) and 10C% of the population speak French with declining 

regional dialect and languages (Provencal, Breton, Alsat ian, Corsican, Catalan, Basque, 

and Flemish) (CIA 1999). 

In terms of studies involving values, there are been very few studies which used 

the List of Values (LOV) with the Canadian or French population. There is one article 

found in the marketing literature comparing Rokeach's values and a French sample but it 

was not suitable for the present research. Here, Valette-Florence and Jolibert (1990) 

show a list of ten groups from factor analysis. But, the authors did not show nor explain 

which values each group emphasised. Furtherrnore, the studies found in sociology 

looking at values in France do not use the same measurements found in the marketing 

field, making comparisons or development of hypotheses very dificult (Gundelach 1994; 

Listhaug 1990). 

Summaty of Iiterature review 

As it has been argued previously, the debate between the supporters and 

opponents of standardisation approach are stil 1 present in the marketing and advertising 

literature. The opponents argue that in order to be effective the marketing strategy should 

be adapted to the beliefs, traditions, and cultural values of the citizens of each country or 



region. It is also argued that the study of values is essential in trying to understand 

consumer behaviour in any particular region or country. 

The linguistic factor alone should not be a reason for having different advertising 

campaigns as argued by Sakiz (1 99 1). But the study of language has many other 

advantages since it was found to be a good indicator of ethnic affiliation and 

acculturation process. Many findings seem to suggest t hat French-Canadians and 

English-Canadians are different not only because they speak different languages, but also 

because they belong to two distinct cultural groups, each one having its own realm of 

values, customs, and beliefs. It is also argued that differences in values result in different 

lifestyles and behaviours. Since many studies have shown the two groups to have 

different consumption patterns and lifestyle it would be assume that studying values 

would show a differences in the two groups tw. However, the understanding of these 

di fferences has been neglected in consumer behaviour. 

The two main cultural groups in Canada have different roots. One group is 

mainly French in origin, while the other one is coming from a mix of British and other 

European countnes. For some marketers, this argument is still relevant in explaining the 

differences observed. Are they right when they do so? 



HYPOTHESES 

Values 

As explained previously, no studies have been found using the Rokeach Value 

Survey (RVS) or the List of Values (LOV) with the Canadian or French population. 

However, some results found in studies done with the American population can be usefùl 

in predicting which values are deemed most important to Canadian and French students. 

Different segments of the population have been studied in Kahle (1983, 1984) and Kahle, 

Poulos, and Sukhdial(1988) and some of the results may be transferred when studying 

Canadians and French students. 

First of all, differences have been found in terms of age and income (Kahle 1983; 

Kahle. Poulos, and Sukhdial 1988). The two previous studies segmented their sample on 

the basis of age and education level. When we compare the young and the most educated 

segments compared to the general population, similar and consistent results are observed. 

The age categories used are 2 1-24 years old (Kahle 1983) and less than 30 years old 

(Kahle, Poulos. and Sukhdial 1988) and the category observed in Education level is 

"College or higher". These studies laid the fiamework for the present study in terms of 

age and education level. 

Taken separately, educated and young people, place less emphasis on "Security", 

"Being well Respected", and "Sense of belonging" than the average person. On the other 

hand, the young and educated people value more the intemal values "Warm relationship 

with others", "Sense of accomplishment", "Self-fulfilment", and "Fun and Enjoyment in 

IifelExcitement" (Kahle 1984). Since, the sample surveyed will be young and educated 



people it is assumed that the similar results will be found in the three p u p s .  But, it is 

difficult to predict the order of the values in every group. 

The only contradictory result between the two studies is the value "Self-respect" 

being more important for educated people and less important for young people. It is 

therefore, difficult to predict how the segment of young and educated people will 

respond. 

8 1 a : The four whes rnost prefrrred amortg the studenls popula fiort are the infernal 
valites: " Warrn rrfatiomhip with others ", "Sense of accomplishment ", "Self- 
firrfilment '*, and "Ftrn arrd enjoymenî in life/Excitement ''. 

Kahle (1 983) analysed the differences of values arnong different religions and two 

major di fferences were found between the Cat holics and the Protestants. Catholics 

preferred "Fun and Enjoyment in IifeExcitement" more than Protestants (6.2Y0 vs 3%). 

On the other hand, Protestants have a bigger preference for "Self-respect" (22% vs 

18.4%). Similar results are expected with the French and French Canadians being mainly 

Catholic and the English Canadians being mainly Protestant. 

H 1 b: French and Frmch Carladians emphasize the value "Fun und erqoymenf irt 
I$ie/Excitemertt " more thatz E@sh Carradium do. 

It has also been shown that French Canadians own fewer credit cards, stocks and 

bonds, and dislike credit (Chebat, Laroche, and Malette 1988; Hui et al. 1993; Joy, Kim, 

and Laroche 199 1). Joy, Kim, and Laroche (1 99 1) suggested that bank and retail credit 

cards would do better among English Canadians because of French Canadian's lower 

assessrnent toward risk and greater need for security. 

Hlc: French Canadians emphasize "Security" more than English Canadians. 
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Concerning the Canadian population, previous studies have shown that French 

Canadians are more oriented toward their home, family, and children (Hui et al. 1993). 

The authors explain that French Canadians usually develop strong links with their parents 

and siblings, perhaps they will do the same with their friends. Consequently, French 

Canadians (FC) are expected to value "Warm relationships with others" higher than 

English Canadians (EC). This is consistent with Kahle (1984) who found that people 

who value "Warm Relationships with others" are the same people who think marriage 

and parenting are important. French Canadians also defined themselves as having a good 

social suppon network. Therefore. the following hypothesis is formed. 

H l d :  Frerrch Canadiiat~s emphasizc. " Warm rehtionship w i h  o/hers " more /han 
Errg fish Carradiums do. 

Produet consumprion und 11fkstyIes 

Studies done in the 70's have shown consumption differences between English 

and French Canadians (Mallen 1973; Tigen 1973; Vickers and Benson 1972). But, some 

critics argued that demographic variables have not been controlled, therefore not really 

explaining cultural differences. Consequently, Schaninger, Bourgeois, and Buss ( 1985) 

replicated some of these studies making sure to control for the social class and income 

effects. Their results show that di fferences found were due to cultural differences and not 

to lower social class backgrounds as argued by Lefrançois and Chatel (1966). Later. Hui 

et al. ( 1  993) and Kim, Laroche, and Lee (1 990) also found significant differences on 

different lifestyle aspects when controlling for demographic variables. Even when 

demographic variables were controlled, which is often a source of variation, significant 

differences were always found. 



The uniqueness of this research is that the Canadian findings will be compared to 

a matched French sarnple to better define French Canadians. A small number of cross- 

cultural studies have used French Canadian and English Canadian samples. When 

compared wit h the French sample, t hese studies have usuall y found similarities between 

French Canadians and the French. 

Media behaviour 

In this study a cornparison will also be made, among the three groups, in terms of 

media behaviour. Previous studies regularly show that French Canadians read less 

newspapers and watch more television than English Canadians (Mallen 1973; 

Schaninger, Bourgeois, and Buss 1985; Tigert 1973). No studies have used the variable 

"magazines" in a Canadian setting; therefore, no prediction is made with this variable. 

French people present a lower newspaper readership than Canadians, but on the other 

hand the French are the first in the worid in magazine readership (OFQJ 1999). In 1998, 

it was found that French and French Canadians were watching, on average, more than 

three hours of television every day (OFQJ 1999). Therefore, the following hypothesis 

will be tested. 

HZ a : Frerrch Canadiarrs read kss ne wspapers thart English Carladians. 
HZ b: Frerich artd Frerlch Car~aciiaris warch more televisiorl than Eriglish Cartadiaris. 
H2c: Frerrch read/c.wer riewspaprs ami more magazzies thart Canadians (French 

utrd Erîglish). 

Beverages 

Previous studies on beverage consumption show similar results between the 

English and French Canadian population. French Canadians drink more soft drinks, beer, 



wine, and distilled alcohol than English Canadians. On the other hand, French Canadians 

drink less mixers and hard liquor than English Canadians (Barnes and Bourgeois 1977; 

Mallen 1973; Schaninger, Bourgeois, and Buss 1985). As shown in Table 3, 

international studies have shown that France is a big fervent of wine in cornparison to 

Canada who favour beer (Euromonitor 1996, 1997). 

TABLE 3 

CONSUMPTION O F  ALCOHOLJC BEVERAGES 

(litres per capita per year) 

Cotrntry Spirits Wirr e Beer 

Canada ( 1  995) 4.4 7.0 67.8 

France ( 1 994) 3 -2 47.2 24.7 

Source: Euromonitor (1999). 

Based on these findings it is expected that French will b e  the biggest drinkers of 

wine and English Canadians the lowest drinker. In terms of beer consumption, French 

Canadians should drink beer more often while the French should consume beer less 

frequent. 

H3a: Frmch Carladiam drhk more sojt drirtks, beer, und whe han English 
Canadians. 

H3b: French Cunudiatls drirrk less hard l i p o r  and mixers than English Cunudiuns. 
H3c: French drink more wirte thatt French Cunudians and English Canadians. 
H3d: French &ink less beer than French Cariadiuns and English Canadiam. 

Fushian 

Previous studies have also shown significant differences between French 

Canadian and English Canadian women in terms of cosmetic purchases and fashion 

concerns (Hui et al. 1993; Mallen 1973; Tigert 1973; Vickers and Benson 1972). Past 
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researches show that French Canadian women are more oriented toward fashion and 

personal appearance and buy more cosmetics than English Canadian women. This couid 

be explained by the historic interest of fashion in France. Even today, the French are 

internationally known for their interest in fashion. 

H4a: Frerich Canadian womerr are more interested irr  cosmetics and fahiori than 
Errglish Canadian wurne)r. 

H4b: Frerrch women are mort! itrteresrrd irt cosmetics and fahion than French 
Canadian wornetr. 

Cultural, social, and sporthg activitia 

Kim, Laroche, and Lee's study (1990) shows no differences in term of fiequency 

of sports, out-door activities, cultural and music events between the French Canadians 

and English Canadians. The only significant results found by Kim, Laroche, and Lee 

( 1 990) are that French Canadians attend fewer parties. 

H Sa: There are no dl fferences itr the freqtrerrcy of crrlt urd,  social, and spor ting 
e verrts berweetr Etrgfish Catradiarrs and Frerrch Canadians; except for the 
vctriable "ut terrd par fies". 

H 5 b : Frcrrch Cutradiarrs alter rd fe wer v i e s  thatr Et tgiish Canadiatrs. 

Internet 

A study done in 1992 and 1995 shows that more people in Canada use the Intemet 

than in France (see Table 4). This is partially explained by the fact that the Intemet is 

mainly written in English, making it easier to use in English-speaking countries. Based 

on this study, it is estimated that within Canada English-speaking people use the Internet 

more than French-speaking people do. Even if in general, the students have access more 



easily and are more used and willing to browse on Intemet, the same result is expected 

with this segment. 

Ma: ErigIih Canadiarrs use the 1nter)ret more ofteri than French Canadiuns ami 
Fre)~ch. 

86b: French CmMdiatis ilse the Iniernef more oflen than French. 

TABLE 4 

CNTER.NET USERSHIP 

(Users per f 00,000 inhabitants) 

Corrntry 1992 Wor Ichuide 1995 Worldwide 
Rarrking Ranking 

Canada 184.83 7 1,259.5 1 7 

France 43.13 17 260.37 21 

Adopted h m :  Euromonitor 1999. 

Other activities 

As no study has been done using the lifestyle variables: Where do you live, Hours 

of sleep, and Time of meals. no predictions are attempted. No predictions are attempted 

either with the product consumption variables: Compact Disc, Travel on vacation, 

Cellular. Pager. and Computer. In the last category, no findings give the basis to  predict 

the activity variables: Play games. Do recycling. Outdoor life, Cultural events, and Go 

out with friends. 



RESEARCH METHODOLOCY 

Sampling procedure 

One of the most critical factors in doing research is controlling for demographic 

variables, especially since previous studies have shown that differences observed can be 

due to cultural differences (Powell and Valencia 1984; Schaninger, Bourgeois, and Buss 

1985). Other studies show that groups of people sharing the same values showed 

diversity in consumption behaviours based on di fferences in their ages (Kahle, Poulos, 

and Sukhdial 1988). Rokeach (1973) maintains that while ethnic and cultural 

background is the predominant source of persona1 value preferences, income, education, 

age, and gender should also be taken into consideration. Therefore, special attention was 

directed toward making sure the  three groups surveyed were comparable on the basis of 

demographic variables. Consequently, if differences are found in term of values, 

lifestyle, or product consumption among demographically similar samples it should be 

due to cultural factors as opposed to dernographic dissimilarities. 

As discussed earlier, the variables "self-reported ethnicity" and "language" were 

used to discriminate between the respondents and ensure suitability for inclusion in the 

study. In the Canadian sample. 44% of the students surveyed in Québec identified 

themselves directly as French Canadian or Quebecois. However, for the majority of 

students who identified themselves as Canadian without a distinction between French 

Canadians or English Canadians, the construct "language" was used to categorise 

between the two Canadian groups as this construct has been show rnany times to be both 

reliable and valid in a Canadian setting (Hui et al. 1997; Laroche et al. 199 1). 



For the purpose of this research, different universities were surveyed to ensure a 

better representation of English Canadian, French Canadian, and French business 

students. Participating universities were pre-selected and the Professors were then 

contacted and asked to col laborate on t his project by distributing the questionnaires to 

their students. At the professor's discretion, the students were asked to either complete 

the questionnaire during class or return the cornpleted questionnaire the following week. 

Only the filled questionnaires were then sent back to the researcher. The Canadians 

universities who participated in this study are: Queen's University, Simon Fraser 

University. University of Alberta, and York University representing English Canadians 

and the Université du Québec à Montréal, the Université of Laval, and the Université de 

Sherbrooke representing French Canadians. The French sample is constituted of the 

following three universities: ESC-Montpellier, l'Institut Universitaire de Technologie de 

Dijon, HEC-Paris. The data was collected between June and November 1999. 

Deve/opment of the Quesiionnaire 

First of all. the questionnaire was developed and tested in an English setting. 

Once the final version of the questionnaire was decided, the French version for the 

Québec and the French sample were translated. Two bilingual MBA students fiom 

Québec were used to insure the congruence of the vocabulary used. Marketing books 

were even used to identify proper wording for the values and the anchors used in the 

scales. As potentiat problems were expected with only one version for the Québec and 

French samples, a separate questionnaire was developed for the French market. Once 

this version was developed a French professor who lives in France revised it and changes 



were once again made. Some adaptations were made for the letter of introduction, 

questions 7, i i ,  and the variable "Education level" in the demographic section. 

Even if special care was taken when designing the questionnaire and research 

instruments for the French sample some problems were observed. A total of nine 

students wrote in the "comments section" that the questionnaire was not adapted to the 

French market for different reasons. The reasoning that the questionnaire should always 

be pre-tested in every market where the study is conducted is once again confirmed. 

Memures 

Data collection was done through a self-report questionnaire divided into four 

sections (see Appendix 1). The first section of the questionnaire compared a list of 

values called LOV (Kahle 1983). The list of eight terminal-values used in this study 

include external values (sense of belonging, being well respected, and security) and 

interna1 values ( w m  relationships with others, sense of accomplishment, self-fùlfilment, 

self-respect, fiin and enjoyment in IifeExcitement) (Kamakura and Novak 1992). The 

collapse of "Fun and enjoyment in iife" with "Excitement" into one variable was done as 

previous researchers found that few people generally select exciternent as a value (Kahle 

1983; Kahfe, Beatty, and Homer 1986; Kamakura and Novak 1992). People who choose 

"Fun and enjoyment" as their rnost important value have generally ranked "Excitement" 

at their second choice (Kamakura and Novak 1992). Participants were asked to rank only 

the top two values as experience has shown that it is often the top two values that have 

greatest significance in people's lives (Kahle 1984) and it also has been shown to be 

easier for respondents. AN values were also rated using a seven-point Likert scale from 



"extremely unimportant" to  "extremely important" to  double check the ranking and also 

to get a measure o f  importance o f  al1 the value variables. 

The second section of the questionnaire included 16 statements that were found 

throughout previous studies' (Kahle 1983, 1984). These statements were intended to  act 

as  a check on the LOV measurement. Grunert and Muller's findings (1996) indicate that 

different results are obtained if respondents think in terms of  "ideal" as  opposed to " r d "  

life. This in tum may result in faulty conclusions that will affect marketing decisions 

such as product design, segmentation, and the refinement of marketing communications. 

These 16 statements were trying to capture and limit this problem. The respondents 

might be more will ing to  answer ''totally disagree" to a particuiar staternent rather than 

select "totally unimportant" for a value. The social desirability could play an important 

factor in this regard. Nobody would like to identiw him/herself as  a person who does not 

value "self-fùlfilment" o r  as a person who does not value "sense o f  accomplishment". 

This is why it might be important to develop a constmct that will indirectly ask the 

respondent hidher values preference. Respondents were asked to rate each statement on 

a seven-point Likert scale from "totally disagree" to  "totally agree". The 16 statements 

can be found in Table 9 and in the Appendix 1 under question 2 of  the questionnaire. 

The third section of the questionnaire included 74 questions o n  lifestyle and 

product consumption found in previous studies and that would be most suitable to 

university students (Kamakura, Wagner, and Mazzon 199 1; Mitchell 1983; Novak and 

MacEvoy I W O ) .  The complete list of variables studied can be found in Appendix 1, 

questions 3 and 4. Some o f  the variables studied and not already identified in the 

hypotheses section are fiequency o f  food consumption and use o f  personal-care products. 



This section also includes ten questions on product ownership and lifestyle such as 

ownership of cellular phones, pagers, computers. and the time students usually kit their 

breakfast. lunch, and supper. Subjects had to identify the fiequency at which they were 

engaging in the activities and consurning the products listed on an eight-point Likert scale 

from "never" to "several times a week. 

The founh section includes a question asking respondents to identify which 

l anguage they most oAen use in di fferent i nter-personal and mas-communication 

contexts. As explained previously, "language" is a major factor in the transmission of 

cultural aspects (Kim 1977, 1979) and it has been shown to be a good indicator of 

ethnicity in a Canadian context (Hui et al. 1997; Laroche et al. 199 1). The second part of 

this section includes dernographic variables and the "self-labelling ethnicity" variable that 

ensured the respondents' suitability for the purpose of this study. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The suntple 

The professors willing to panicipate received 50 questionnaires each. From the 

ten universities panicipating, a total of 4 12 questionnaires were received. From al1 the 

questionnaires received. data from 78 English Canadian, 18 French Canadian, and 3 1 

French students was eliminated due to one or more of the following rasons: 1) not 

reporting self-ethnicity, 2) not identifying themselves as one of the three categories 

studied, 3) important portion of the questionnaire incomplete, 4) pari-time students, 

and/or 5) students not dudying Business administration. A total of 285 students or 69 

percent of surveys received were suitable for this study (English Canadian (n = 89)' 

French Canadian (n = 96). or French (n = 100)). 
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All participants were full-time students at the univenity level studying in 

Business administration. The majority of French participants (97%) are in a Business 

program one or two years afler the completion of their "Bacc", the equivalent of High 

school in Canada. The French Canadian group is composed of students (97%) who are in 

their first, second, or third year of undergraduate studies. The English Canadian sample 

is composed of students in their third or fourth year of undergraduate studies. 

Only fiill-time students were included in this study. Rokeach (1973) argues that 

income, education, and age could have an effect on value preference. Confining the 

sample to Ml-time students in administration amounted to indirectly controlling for the 

variables age. personal income. and education. Cornparison of hl 1-time and part-time 

students using t-test shows that the later group was significantly older and was therefore 

rejected from the database. Even though "income" has not been registered in this study, 

it is assumed that since only tùll-time students were included in the study, there should 

not be a significant difference among the three groups. 

The demographic profile of the samples is s h o w  in Table 5. There is no 

significant difference among the groups in terms of gender and number of siblings. On 

the  other hand, the three groups show significant differences in age with the French 

sampie being younger than the two Canadian samples. Differences were also observed 

with the variable "number of languages known" with English Canadians knowing fewer 

languages than French Canadians and the French knowing more languages than both 

Canadian samples. This difference among the three groups is easily justifiable and 

diffIcult to control. English-speaking people are usually less intent on learning a second 

language. A previous study had shown that managers in Australia, Britain, Canada, and 



United States generally do not believe that learning a second language is important 

(Penin 1992). The author argues that these managers frorn English-speaking countries 

already speak the "international" language they oAen do not learn other languages. On 

the other hand, managers whose mother tongue is not English have the necessity to learn 

a second language such as English to be able to work and communicate in the 

international arena. More over, people living in Europe have this opportunity to live in 

an area of the world where countries with different languages are very close in proximity. 

People are exposed "very young" to these different cultures and languages and it is not 

rare to hear a European speaking four, five and six languages. 

TABLE 5 

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILES O F  STUDENTS SAMPLED 

English French 
Canadian Canadian French 
(n = 89) (n = 96) (n = 100) 

Gender Male 55% 47% 3 9% 
(j‘.' = 4.9; dj= 2; N. S.) Female 45 53 6 1 

Age 1 8-20 8% 6 % 58% 
(j"=107.2;Jf=6:p<.OOf) 21-23 79 61 38 

24-26 8 19 3 
27 or more 5 14 1 

Number of Siblings O 1% 8% 1 0% 
(x'= 1 O. 6; dj= 6; N.S/ 1 57 44 53 

2 3 1 34 23 
3 o r +  I I  14 14 

Number of Languages I 59% 22% 1 1 %  
(X2= 15~-2;<1/=d;pa .oo~) 2 35 7 1 2 1 

3 o r +  6 7 68 



Values 

The first -ion of the questionnaire asked the respondent to rank the primary 

values in their life among the List of Values (LOV). The objective of this exercise was to 

understand which values are most important for Canadian and French students. The 

following hypothesis was tested. 

H 1 a : The four values most preferred ammg ~ h e  srtadents population are the intemaf 
values: ' W a m  re fatiomhip with o~hers': "Sense of accomplshmenl"', "Sel/- 
fîlfilment ", and 'Fun and enjoyment k life/L.xcitement". 

Results of this ranking are found in Table 6. Although no statistical tests were 

done, by looking at the percentage in Table 6, we can say that hypothesis la is supported 

for the French Canadians. If we look at the total percentage in the right columns, we can 

observe that French Canadians ranked the four intemal values first and/or second in 

72.5% of the cases (2 1.5% + 15.1% + 20.4% + 15.5%). The hypothesis la is also 

supported with the French sample as French students choose the four intemal values at 

their first andor second choice in 79.1% of the cases. We can notice that the value 

"Being well respected is equal with the value "Self-fulfilment" for the founh position. 

On the other hand, the hypothesis la is supported with three values in the English 

Canadian sample. The only value that does not support the hypothesis is the value "Self- 

fùltilment" ranked 6' only, with the values "Security" and "SelGrespect" being more 

important for the English Canadian students. 



TABLE 6 

MOST IMPORTANT VALUE BY CULTURAL IDENTITY 

Most Important Value 1 Second Most 

VALUES EC FC F 

Fun and Enjoyment 2 1.2 23.7 38.4 
in Lifd  Excitement 
Sccunty 14.1 9.7 6.6 
Se if-fu Ifilment 10.6 11.8 7.7 
Self-respect 14.1 5 -4 1 . 1  
Scnse of 12.9 18.3 6.6 

Important Value 
EC FC F 

(n= 85) (n= 93) (n= 9 1) 
Being Well 3.5% 15% 16.5% 3.5% 5.4% 5.5% 

Total of Two Most 
lmportanf Values 

EC FC F 

Accomplishment 
Scnsc of Bclonging 2.4 1 . 1  1 . 1  
Warm 2 1.2 15 22 
Rclationships with 
Others 

Tiic toial of cach column is lûû%. 
Note: EC = English Canadians. FC = Frcncli Canadians, and F = Frcnch. 

1.2 O 3.3 
20 16.1 35.2 

An additionaf testing of hypothesis la was done with the rating format. Repeated 

measures were performed wit hin each cultural group. Unfortunatel y, the results obtained 

with the rating format are not conclusive. The means of each value are so close to each 

other that no value is significantly higher than the remaining values. There is only the 

French sarnple where the values "Warm relationships with others" and "Fun and 

enjoyment in life" stand out from the rest of the values. As identified earlier, social 

desirability may lead students to over inflate the emphasise that they actually give to 

some values. Since rnost of students only used the positive part of the scale, the data was 

recoded to a four point scale 1 (neutral) to 4 (extremely important). 



No previous studies were found using LOV in a Canadian setting. Nonetheless, 

some inferences were made from Arnerican studies, and consequently some differences 

among the three groups were hypothesised. The following hypotheses were tested. 

H l b: French and French Canadians emphasize ''Fun and enjoyment in 
l~eLGcitement " mure than Erigiish Canadiarcs do. 

H lc: French Crmodatcs empharze "Security " more t h  English C d a m  
H 1 d : French Crmodans emphasize the vafues " Wann relationrhip with others " more 

than English Cimadiam do. 

As it can be observed in Table 7, hypotheses 1 b, 1 c, and 1 d are not supported. 

The fact that no significant differences were observed in terms of  "Fun and enjoyment in 

IifeEx~iternent"~ "Security", and "Warm relationships with others" might be explained 

by the relatively homogeneous samples in terms of the demographic variables. 

Therefore, the three groups emphasize the same values. 

TABLE 7 

VALUES PREFERENCES 

Means and Standard Deviations 

- 

English French 
Canada French Univariate F Variables Canada (n = 100) or  t-test (n = 89) (n = 96) 

Fun and enjoyment in 
3.33 (-77) 3.35 (-73) 3.45 (-72) N.S. H 1 b Iife/ Excitement 

H l c  Security 2.97 (.86) 2.83 (.77) 
Not 
tested 

Warm relationship with Not 
* l d  others 

3 -27 (.88) 3.14 (.82) tested N.S. 

Data was rccdcd as ( 1 =  Ncutral 10 4= E\;ircincly irnpomnt). 



Second test of lrypotheses one 

A second way to test hypotheses 1 was to identie the usefiilness of the 16 

statements. which express the eight values, in terms of how they represented the eight 

values. The first way used to evaluate constnict equivalence or reliability of these 

statements was to look at the Cronbach alphas of the two different statements were to 

represent each value. An alpha was measured for each value within each cultural group 

for a total of 24 alphas (eight values * three groups). As the cut-off -7 was used to 

identiw a reasonable level of reliability, only the statements developed to represent the 

value "Being well respected obtained acceptable results v a i r  et al. 1998). The test- 

retest reliability conducted with the statements obtained Cronbach's alphas of -70 for the 

French sample, -74 for the French Canadian sample, and -8 1 for the English Canadian 

sample. The three statements are "1 always do things that my friends, family, and 

colleagues will approve", "What people think of me is really important", and "1 always 

do things that conforrn to social expectations". In the subsequent analysis, these three 

statements were taken out of the statement section and were replaced by the construct 

"being well respected". As the remaining statements had test-retest alphas lower than .7, 

they were rejected as being good measures of the List of Values (LOV). It was decided 

that looking at each individual statement would be more reliable than grouping them as 

initially planned. 

Factor analyses including the 16 statements were also run within each group to 

identie potentially important grouping variables. But the test-retest of each factor gave 

tow reliability scores confirming that continuing fiirther tests on individual statements 

would be better than trying to regroup them. The only three statements loading on the 



same factor showing a high alpha were the same statements that were previously 

identified to define the variable "Being well respected". 

Following the reliability tests on the statements, two multiple discriminant 

analyses were mn among the eight values (Table 8) and the 14 statements (Table 9). The 

two main objectives here were to identify which variables o r  characteristics differ 

siçnificantly across the groups and could be used to predict membership of an individual 

in a particular psychographic segment. Prior to running these tests, certain conditions 

have to be respected for proper application of discriminant analysis. The two conditions 

that are Iisted as most important are: 1) the multivariate normality of  the distributions and 

2) equal dispersion and covariance structures for the groups (Hair et al. 1998; Mitchell 

1994). 

Mitchell (1994) suggests that the easiest way to look for multivariate normality is 

to examine the distributions of each of the variables individually. Doing this exercise 

identified some potential problems with the eight values. As explained previously, it is 

hypothesised that individuals may have rated their value preferences through "social 

desirability" andor  "ideal life" screens which in this  case might over inflate the average 

or  skew the data toward the higher numbers. But we also have to  understand this is a 

limited set of eight values that influence almost everybody's life involuntary. As 

explained in the hypothesis section, it was already expected that some means scores 

would be over inflated since non-probabilistic and very homogeneous samples were used. 

For example, the values "warm relationships with others" and "Fun and enjoyment in 

life" were expected to have high averages since the populations studied are al1 young and 

educated. The observation of the output actually shows the data to be skewed. On the 



other hand, the observation of the statement outputs does not identiQ any problems of 

this kind. The data are generally distributed normally. 

In terms of equal ity of covariance, it i s suggested that the observation of the 

Box's M's result is appropriate. The Box's M's value in Tables 8 and 9 is 97.88 (sig. 

0.06 1) and 298.27 (sig. 0.007) respectively leading us to reject the hypothesis that 

covariance matrices in Table 9 are equal (Mitchell 1994). Since in both cases there is one 

of the two assumptions that is not supported, the analysis and interpretation of the results 

will have to be taken parsimoniously. 

Looking at Table 8, we can notice the composition of both fùnctions 

discrirn inat ing among the three groups. Interestingl y enough, the four variables loading 

on fiinction 1 are the four values Kamakura and Novak (1 992) defined as "Extemal 

values". On the other hand, the four values loading on the fùnction 2 helping to 

discrimi nate French Canadians from French and Engl ish Canadians are the intemal 

values: "Fun and enjoyment in life/Excitement", "Self-fiilfilment", "Sense of 

accomplishment", and "Warm relationships with others". Even though the function 1 is 

supposed to discriminate between the French and Canadians, in reality it only 

discriminates between the French and English Canadians. As it can be seen in the left 

section of Table 8, significant differences are observed between English Canadians and 

the French with the variables "Being well respected", "Self-respect", and "Sense of  

belonging". No differences are actuall y observed between French Canadians and the 

French. On the other hand, the four values in fùnction 2 are supposed to discriminate 

between French Canadians and the two other cultural groups. However in fact, there is 

only the two variables "Warm relationships with others" and "Sense of accomplishment" 



that discriminates between French Canadians and the French. No differences are actually 

observed between English Canadians and French Canadians. 

The high Wilks' Lambda obtained in Table 8 indicates that only 40% (1--602) of 

the total variance is explained by the two fùnctions. Consequently, the power of these 

eight variables to explain the variance is low and other unknown variables account for 

60% of the remaining variance. Even though no strict niles exist on how much higher the 

probability of group membership should be, Hair et al. (1998) suggest that the 

classification accuracy should be at least one-fourth greater than the accuracy achieved 

by chance. Since in this case chance atone could classify 33% of respondents, it is 

suggested that the accuracy rate should be at least 4 1.25% (33%* i .25). As can be seen at 

the bottom of Table 8, the probability of group membership with the two tùnctions is 

approximately 55% indicating a good predictive accuracy. 



TABLE 8 

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS O F  STUDENTS' VALUES PREFERENCES 

Funcrion 1 Fundon 2 
Means and Standard Dcvia tions Fmh fmm (Separale FC fmm 

Canâdians) French and EC) 

Corrchtion 
English 

F r a c  h Correlûtion 
SonLYdiscd Within Standardised WiUUn 

Canadian Frcnch Univarhic 
Valucs variabla Cnnadian Function Function Function 

( ~ 9 6 )  (n=lOO) F 
( ~ 8 9 )  Coclilcicnt (Rank) Cocflicicnt 

Function 
(Rad) 

Bcing Wcll 2.72 3-13 3.17 s - n o o o  

Respccted (.66W (.Si )a (-91 )b 
,357 2 

Fun and 
cmjoyment in 

3.4 1 3.24 3.47 
(-74) (.78) (57) 

N.S. .326 3 
IifdExcitemcnt 

Sc~urity 3.07 2.73 2.74 
(33) (.W) (-8.1) 

N S .  -.245 4 

Self-fulfilrncni 
3.03 3.24 3.15 
(.TI) (.76) (.W) 

N.S. -.2 18 4 

Scnçe of accom- 3.05 3.32 
plishment 

2*92 3-18. (.W (-8O)c (-92)c 
-.45 2 

Sense of 2.57 2.32 2.09 
bclonging (-8 1 )b (.w (-97% 

4.23' -.339 3 

W m  
rclationships wvith 

3.28 3.00 3-58 7.710.. 

othcrs 
(.82) (.&l)c (.72)c 

Probability of group mcmbcrship: 57.6%; Cross-validation: 54.8% 
Raiing catcgorics werc used (1= Ncutrril to 4= Extrcrncly irnportrint). 
abc Dcnotcs s ipi f iwnt  diffcrcncc at p 5 0.05 with m m  with samc Icttcr. l p 10.05, ++p < 0.0 1, +++p 0.001. 

In Table 9, similar results are obtained with the 14 statements. Functions 1 and 2 

can significantly discriminate among the three groups with a p-value of -000 and .O03 

respectively. But, the high Wilks' Lambda indicates once again that only 40.7% (1493) 

of the variance is explained by these two fiinctions. As it can be noticed in the middle 



section of the Table 9, only four variables have a significant Univariate F indicating 

differences in the means of at least two groups. Even if nine variables are included in 

function 1. only the statements "1 would like to have many accomplishment in life" and 

"1 would like to be professionally successful" significantly discriminate the French fiom 

English Canadians and/or French Canadians. Only two statements in fiinaion 2 

signi ficantly discriminate French Canadians fiom the two other cultural groups. The 

statement "1 prefer intellectuai and cultural activities" is significantly preferred by 

English Canadians than French Canadians and the statement "It is very important for me 

to have job security" is significantly preferred by the French than French Canadians. 

As it can be noticed at the bottom of Table 9, the probability of group 

mcmbership of the two fùnctions is 6 1% with a cross-validated accuracy of 50.6%. This 

result is also higher than Hair et al.3 rule of theoretical accuracy plus 25%. 

Many researchers would argue that these results have to be taken carefùlly since 

the assumptions are violated in both cases. But. it would be difficult to have perfectly 

normal distributions in terms of value preferences. We are talking about variables that to 

a certain extent are al1 important to the participants. It would be foolish to expect a 

"normal" distribution for many of these variables. For example, more than 50% of 

students ( 145/285) identified the value "Fun and enjoyment in life" to be extremely 

important in their life. If the results were "normally" distributed we would expect to have 

2.5% of the respondents in this category, based on a seven-point Likert scde. This would 

represent only 7 candidates in a supposedly "normal" world. The problem is that the 

three groups were expected to ernphasize this value since they are demographically 

young and educated (Kahle 1984). 



TABLE 9 

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS' AGREEMENT T O  STATEMENTS 

Mcans d Siiumiard Dcvintions Function 1 Function 2 
(Separate French from (-te FC Gom 

Canadians) French and EC) 
Correlation 

English Frcnch 
Corrclation Standardise Wirhin Siandardid Wiihui 

Vulucs variables Csndian Conndinn :=y$) Univariate Functim Function Function Function 
( ~ 8 9 )  (n=96) ~oeniciai t  (w) ~ o s a i c ~ n t  

(Rank) 

Job S C C ~ ~ Y  IS 5.55 5.13 6-24.. 
important ( 1.06) (1.1)~ (.Wh -377 2 

Lcisurc and sporthg 5-83 
activities arr= 

5.56 
N.S. (1.16) (1.43) (1.19) 

-187 5 
important 

Havïng c l o s  fncnds 6. 14 
1 can s h m  with is 

6.05 
6.43 N.S. (-85) (1.06) (.75) -282 3 

irnportruit 
Prcfcr job with self- 5.78 5.72 5.57 

direction (.86) (1.14) (1.08) N.S. 
. 1 33 7 

FamiIy and kick 4.72 4.75 
( 1.62) ( 1 -57) (": 1.4 NS- .O9 

priority n u m k  1 9 

Financial situation 5.4 5.23 4.89 
concerns mc (1  .M) ( 1.37) (1.48) N-S- 

.245 4 
-- 

Would prcfer 4.6 4.48 4.36 
( 1.48) N S .  -.O8 1 iiianagcrial position ( 1.47) ( 1.59) 8 

Would Iike to havc 5.79 
inany accomgIish- 

6.02 5- 1 1 1 1.57... 
(1.09)b (.90)c (1.1)bc 

.572 1 
mcmts in life 
Enjoy making 

dccisions and doing 5.6 5.84 N.S. (-99) (1.05) (1.04) 
-.207 4 

things by rnywlf 
Prcfcr activitirs 1 

canbcwith 
5.08 
(1.1) 

5.15 N.S. 
(-95) 

.285 3 
FricndslFamily ( ' .2) 

Prcfcr intcllcxtual 5.12 4.28 4-36 &914me. 
activitics (l.I3)3b (1.48)ü (1.4)b 

-556 1 

Oncn give gifls Ior 4.2 i 3.1 1 4.45 
no spccial occasions ( 1 -55) (1.61) (1.55) -. 138 6 

W0dd likc t0 br: 19 
prokssiondly 

5.95 5.3988. 
(-74)b (-99) (.99)b 371 2 

successful 
Being Wcll 3-94 3.73 
rcspçc tcd (1.01) (1.12) N.S. -94 

.24 1 5 

Chi-squrirc; dC p 84.97; 28; 31-85; 13; 
.O00 .O03 

W i 1 ks' Lambda .593 322 
Crinonial 

Corrclation 
.528 .422 

Probability of p o u p  mcmbcrship: 6 1%; Cross-validaicd groups mcmbcrship: 50.6% 
Rniing scülcs wcre uscd ( 1 = Toliilly disngrcr: io 7= 'l'olriily agrcc). 
abc Dcnotcs sipificrint differcncc nt p S 0.05 with m m s  with srimc Icttcr. p 5 0.05. * O p  5 0.0 1. **+p 5 0.00 1 



Media Beltaviour 

In terms of media behaviour, the results are partially similar with previous studies 

and the hypotheses developed in this study. Based on previous studies, the following 

hypotheses were tested. 

French Canadiatis read l a s  t~ewspupers thut1 Englsh Cat~adians. 
French and Fret~ch Catiadiam watch more television that~ Engfish Canadians. 
French read fe wer i iews-pers  utid more magazines than both Cmrodan 
p t rps .  

French Canadians read significantly fewer newspapers than English Canadians in 

three of four categones but in only one of seven magazine categories (see Table 10). It is 

clear that French Canadians read newspaper less oflen than English Canadians. Since 

previous studies have used only the variable newspapers and not the variable magazines 

in a Canadian setting, it was not clear if similar behaviours with "magazine" and 

"newspaper" were to be observed. Funher studies are necessary to identify if similar or 

di fferent behaviours between these two variables should be observed. 

In terms of television behaviour, French and French Canadians were found to 

watch television more frequently than English Canadians in two of the four categories. 

Concerning the hypothesis 2c, it was expected that the French would read fewer 

newspapers and more magazines than both Canadian groups. It was found to be 

supported in two of the four categories with the variable "newspapers" but no significant 

resu lts were obtained wit h magazines. 

Based on these findings, hypotheses 2a and Zb are both paitially supported and 

hypothesis 2c is not supported. Even if no hypotheses have been shown to be completely 



tme, "newspapen readership" was s h o w  to generally be a better discriminant variable 

than "magazines readership" for the three cultural groups. 

TABLE 10 

M E D U  BEHAVIOUR 

M ~ d ~ S t ~ d a r d  Deviations 

Variables Eng lish Canada French Canada French 
(n = 89) (n = 96) (n = 100) Univariate F 

Newspapers 
readers hip 

Business 
Politics 
Sport section 
Entcrtainrncnt/Arts 

Magazines 
Readership 

Sport 
Human 
intcrcdHistory 
Hcalth/Nutrition 
Fashion 
Business/Econorny 
Novels Readers hip 
Scicntific 
Fiction 

Television 
Movies 
Ncws 
Sports 

9-78.;; 
9.15*** 
N.S. 
47.76*** 

N.S. 

3-12; 

N.S. 
N.S. 
3.86; 

4.09* 
8.82*** 

23.22*** 
8.77*** 
N.S. 

abc Dcnotes signiticant diffmcnce at p 5 0.05 w i h  m a s  with samc Icltcr. p I 0.05, **p 5 0.0 i ,  "*p 5 0.00 1 
Rating sales wcrc uscd ( l = Ncvcr io 8 = Scvcrat timcs a wcck). 



In tenns of beverage consumption, the results shown in Table 1 1 are for the most 

part not similar with previous results. The following hypotheses were tested. 

H3a: French Canadians drir~k more sojl drinks, beer. and wine tharr English 
Cat jadiuns. 

H3b: French C a d i a n s  drhk l e s  hard liqrror arrd mixers t h  Errglish Cadians. 
H3c: French &ink more wiw thm Frwch Canadians and English C d i m t s .  
H3d: ;ï%e French drink Iess beer tharr French Canadians and EItglish Canadiium. 

The only two results similar with previous studies are that French Canadians drink 

more beer than English Canadians (hypothesis 3a), and the French drink more wine than 

English Canadians (hypothesis 3d). Hence, hypothesis 3a is supported by one of three 

variables, hypothesis 3c is supported by one of two variables, and hypotheses 3b and 3d 

are not supported. 

TABLE 11 

CONSUMPTION OF BEVERAGES 

Means and Standard Deviations 
Variables English Canada French Canada French Univanate F 

Soft Drinks 6.57 (1.89) 6.23 (2.37) 6.82 (1.95) N S -  
Wine 4.63 (2.12)b 5 -27 (2.1 7) 5.53 (2.40)b 3.99* 
Hard Liquor 4.73 (2.27) 4.33 (2.05)~ S. 15 (2.49)~ 3. 17* 
Liqueurs 3.33 (2.16) 3.43 (1.92) 3.21 (2.30) N.S. 
Beers 4.91 (2.58)a 6.1 1 (2.l)a 5.39 (2.46) 6.00** 

abc Dcnotcs signifiant diffmcncc at p 10.05 with rncans with samc lcttcr. p 5 0.05, **p 5 0.01. ***p 5 0.00 1 .  
Ra ting scalcs wcrc uscd (1 = Ncvcr to 8 = ScvmI iimcs a wcck) 



Fashion 

Previous studies show that French Canadian women are more oriented toward 

fashion and personal appearance and buy more cosmetics than English Canadian women. 

Therefore, the following hypotheses were tested. 

H4a: French Canadian women arc. more irrferested irr cosmetics atrd'àshion than 
E~lgiish Canadian women. 

H4b: fier~ch women are more interesfed in cosmetics and fashio~t than French 
Car ladian womert. 

As can be seen in Table 12, this study analysed interest in fashion through four 

different variables. As Cronbach alphas o f  -6 1 and -63 show that these four  variables 

combined do not measure the concept of  fashion very well, the four variables were tested 

individually. Only two o f  the four variables turned out to ident ie  significant differences 

among the three groups and the results obtained are not similar with previous studies. 

Previous studies have regularly shown French Canadian women to be more  interested in 

cosmetics and fashion than English Canadian women. Contrary to expectations. English 

Canadian female students consume more pertùme and eye make-up/l i pstick than their 

French Canadian counterparts. English Canadian female students also consume more eye 

rnake-upAipstick than Female French students. The only result similar with the 

hypotheses studied is that French female students consume perfùme more often than 

French Canadian female students. Consequently, hypothesis 4a is not supponed and 

hypothesis 4b is supported only with the variable "Eye make-up/Lipstick7'. 



TABLE 12 

FEMALES LNTEREST IN FASHION 

Means and Standard Deviations 

Variables English Canada French Canada French 
(n = 40) (n = 5 1) (n=60) Univariate F 

Magazi ne-Fas hion 5.13 (1.70) 5.06 (1.76) 5.30 (1.46) N.S. 
Perfùme 7.40(1.32)a 6.10(2.72)ac 7.52(1.62)c 7.97*** 
Eye make-up/ lipstick 7.83 (-45)ab 6.10 (2.34)a 6.52 (2.17)b 9.40S* 
Buy clothes 5.25 (-98) 4.96 (1.15) 5.33 (1 .07) N S .  

abc Denotes signif iant difference ai p 5 0.05 with mcans with sûme Icttcr. ' p 5 0.05, '*p 5 0.01, "*p 1 0.00 1. 
Rating swles wcrc uscd (1 = Nevcr to 8 = Scvmd times a wcrk) 

Cultural, social, and sporting activities 

The only research study found in the literature using cultural, social, and sporting 

activities between English Canadians and French Canadians found no significant 

differences, except for the variable "attend parties" (Kim, Laroche, and Lee 1990). As it 

was the first time French and Canadian samples were cornpared on these variables, there 

was no way to predia how the French sample would stand compared to English 

Canadians and French Canadians. 

The two following hypotheses were tested. 

HSa: There are rio d~ffrerer~~.es in the frrytrericy of çttliitraI, sociaI, arid sportirtg 
r vertis brhvrert Digiish Cut~adiut~s a d  Frerich Cmadians; except for fhe 
variable "alterd parties". 

H 5 b: French Canadians aitemifi wer parties thon EngIish Canadiam. 

Contrary to previous studies, differences were observed on 13 of the 2 1 variables 

(see Table 12). Seven of these thirteen variables identify differences between English 

Canadian and French Canadian samples including the variable "attend parties or social 

functions" (hypothesis Sb). As expected, French Canadian students attend significantly 



fewer parties or social iùnctions than their English Canadian counterparts. French 

Canadians also go to movies or fancy restaurants with their fiiends less often than 

English Canadians. On the other hand, French Canadians seems to do more exercise than 

English Canadians as they go swimming and alpine/cross country-skiing more oflen than 

English Canadians. French Canadians also go hiking more oAen than English Canadians. 

Based on these results, hypothesis Sa is not supported but hypothesis 5b is. 

As observed in Table 13 beiow, of the 13 variables which identify significant 

differences among the three groups, 1 1 variables identify differences between the French 

sample and one or both Canadian samples. Di fferences between English Canadian and 

French students can be observed on 1 O variables and differences between French 

Canadians and French can be observed on nine variables. Based on these findings, the 

French seem to be generally less active than Canadians, particularly with activities such 

as bicycling/jogging, swimming, alpinekross-country skiing, and hockey. The French 

also engage in less activities such as campinghackpacking, hiking and going out to fancy 

restaurants than their Canadian counterparts. French also participate in activities such as 

"movies" and "pokerhridge" less often than English Canadians. 

On the other hand, French students engage in cultural events more oflen than 

Canadians, especially in activities such as arts galleries, Museurns and arts and crafls 

shows. I f  we take the three "cultural events" category to develop a construct of "culture" 

in general, we obtain split-half alphas of -78 twice, showing a good reliability of the 

constmct "culture". However, if we take al1 the variables to compute a construct 

"culture" no more differences are observed among the three groups. The new single 



variable gives an average of 2-28 (1 .OS). 2.07 (1.09), and 2.35 (1.13). respectively for 

English Canadians, French Canadians, and French. 

TABLE 13 

CULTURAL, SOCIAL, AND SPORTINC ACTIVITIES 

Means and Standard Deviations 
English French 
Canada Canada French Variables (n = 100) Univariate F 
(n = 89) (n = 96) 

Exercises 
Bi cyclingIJogging 
Martial arts 
Racquet sports 
Swirnrning 
SkiingKross-country 
skiing 
Soccer 
Hockey 

Play games 
Pokermridge 
ChessKheckers 
Board Garnes 

Outdoor Life 
Camping/Backpacking 
Hi king 
HuntingFishing 

Cuitural Events 
Go to arts and c r a h  
shows 
Theatre, Opera, Bal let 
dance 
Arts galleries, Museums, 
Arts exhibits 
Coing out with Friends 

Parties or social hnctions 
Movies 
Live music shows 
Dine out in fast-food 
restaurants 
Dine out in fancy 
restaurants 

abc Dcnotcs signiticant diffcrcncc a l  p s 0.05 with m m s  with sümc Icttcr. p 5 0.05, ++p 5 0.0 1,  'O'p S 0.001. ' 
Rüiing sales wwc uscd (1 = Ncvcr io 8 = Scvcnl timcs :s wcxk). 

7.3 1 ** 
N.S. 
N. S. 
5.92** 

l7.63*** 

N.S. 
20.58*** 

3.64* 
N.S. 
N.S. 

12.02~- 
20.90*** 
N.S. 

5.59** 

3.50* 

5.19** 

4.49* 
6.94** 
N.S. 

N.S. 

23.12*** 



I n  terne2 

Based on studies done previously, the following hypotheses were developed 

(Euromonitor 1999). 

E6a: Errghh Cartadiam use the hr terne t more off en t h n  French Canadians and 
Frertch. 

H6b: Frertch Canadiarts trse the Ir~terrwt more oflerr thart French. 

As it can be seen in Table 14, signiflcant differences were obtained with three of 

the four variables. To capture the "Internet usership" in general, a new variable was 

created using the variables "browse for information", "browse for entertainment", and 

"Send/receive emait". The variable "buy-seIl things on the web" was not included as 

very few students have actually bought or  sold on the web, and therefore this variable 

was deleted due to low reliability. The split-half alphas of  the three variables selected are 

.88 and -83 showing that it is a good measure of "Internet usership" among the three 

cultures. This new variable identifies that the three groups are distinct fiom each other 

with English Canadian students being the more frequent users and French students being 

the less frequent users. Based on these results, hypotheses Sa and 5b are supported. 



TABLE 14 

INTERNET USERSHIP 

Means and Standard Deviations 
Variables English Canada French Canada French Univariate F 

Browse for information 7.28 (1 .Ol)ab 6.35 (1.86)ac 5.35 (2.78)bc 18.51f** 
Browse for 
entertainment 
Buy/Sell things on the 2-09 (1 .95) 
web 

2.00 (2.02) N.S. 

SencVReceive-email 7.79 (-78)ab 6.86 (1.8 1)ac 4.22 (3.19)bc 67,59*** 
~ o n s t  nict-Internet ' 7.14 (.9)ab 6.36 (1 .62)ac 4.83 (2.66)bc 32.85*** 

abc Dcnotes significant diffacncc at p 5 0.05 with means with same Ictter. p 5 0.05, **p S 0.0 1, +**p 1; 0.00 1. 
Rating scalcs w ~ x e  used ( I =  Never to 8= Scvcrai iirncs a wcck) 

Other Lifcvtyle variables 

Concerning the lifestyle variables listed in Table 15, no hypotheses could be 

developed as no studies were found using these variables in a Canadian or French 

environment. The only contribution expected from the results was in terms of helping to 

answer the same question that has been at the genesis of this research: Are French 

Canadians "closer" to English Canadians or to the French fiom France? This was 

accompl ished by identi@ing if French Canadians have a lifestyle more similar to English 

Canadians or to the French. These variables, when used in previous studies, have s h o w  

to discriminate between different segments of the population in the U.S. It was hoped 

that these variables could help to identify if French Canadians are closer in terms of 

behaviour and lifestyle to English Canadians or to the French €rom France. 

In terms of recycling, English Canadians seem to be more environmentaily 

conscious as they recycle significantly more often than French Canadians and French. As 

the alphas obtained with the three "recycling" variables were .92 and .93, the rest of the 

paper will consider recycling as only one variable by developing a new variable that is 
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the average of  the three previous variables. The results indicate that English Canadians 

recycle significantly more ofien than both of the French speaking sampies with the 

French fiorn France recycling less often t han French Canadians. English Canadians also 

go to the Church/Synagogue more often and do more frequently volunteer work than the 

two French speaking sarnples. 

Food consu mption 

The only other variable to demonstrate a significant difference was the variable 

"Eat vegetables" where English Canadians are eating vegetables more fiequently than 

French Canadians. The rest of the significant differences observed were between French 

and Canadians in general. French students eat poultry and whole wheat bread less often 

than Canadians. On the other hand. French eat more oflen fish than Canadians. Looking 

at these results is it very difficult to define if French Canadians are "closer" or more 

similar to English Canadians or French. 



TABLE 15 

LIFESTYLE AND PRODUCT CONSUMPTION DIFFERENCES 

Mcans and Standard Deviations 
Variables English Canada French Canada French Univariate F 

Do recycling 
Paper 
G l s s  
Cam 

Ncw variable: "Recycling" 
Personal-care products 

Dcodorant 
AAer-shave lotion* 
Shampoo 

Travel for Vacation 
Insidc the country 
Outside the country 

Food consumption 
Eat tofù 
Eat red meat 
Eat poultry 
Eat fish 
Eat fiuits 
Eat vegetables 
Eat wholc whcat bread 
Eat brown rice 

Miscellaneous 
Go to churchj Synagogue 
Buy lottcry tickcts 
Buy compact discs 
Wcar jeans 
Do voluntecr work 

55.95*** 
50.22*** 
57.34*** 
64.16*** 

N. S. 
5.33- 
N.S. 

N.S. 
N.S. 

12.35*** 
N.S. 
6.69*** 
5.62** 
N. S. 
3.34* 
5.96** 
N. S. 

9.59*** 
N. S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 

3.55 (2.17)ab 2.24 (1.76)a 2.37 (2.00)b 11.91*** 

Mcn only. 
abc Dcnorcs signifiant diffcrcncc at p < 0.05 with means with samc Icttcr. + p 5 0.05, *Op 5 0.0 1. ***p 5 0.00 1 .  
Rating scalcs werc uscd ( 1  = Ncvcr to 8= Scvcral timcs a wcck). 

N o  previous studies using the "technology" variables were found in the literature. 

As it can be seen in Table 16, significant differences can be observed with the variables 

"cellular phone", "Own a computer", "Own a computer with modem", and "Credit card 



ownership and usage". French is the group who has the highest proportion of people 

owning a cellular phone compared to English Canadians and French Canadians wit h 

respectively 3 1.5% and 10.4% of students owning a cellular phone. On the other hand, 

French students have the lowest proportion of computer ownership with only 63.6%, in 

comparison of 93.3% and 82.1% respectively for English Canadians and French 

Canadians. It is found that in terms of "Credit card ownership", English Canadians own 

a credit card more often than French Canadians and the French. A chi-square with only 

the two French samples shows that the French own a credit card significantly more often 

t han French Canadians. In terms of credit card usershi p, French Canadians use their 

credit card significantly less oAen than English Canadians and the French. Just under 

50% of the French Canadian sample use it 5 times of less. On the other hand, the French 

used it significantly more ofien than Canadians with 48% of the sample using it 1 1 times 

or more in the last month, in comparison to onIy 22.3% and 23.9% for English Canadians 

and French Canadians respectively. 



TABLE 16 

TECHNOLOGY OWNERSHIP 

English French French 
Canadian Canadian (n = 99) 
(n = 89) (n = 95) 

Own Cellular Phone Ycs 3 1.5% 10.4% 76.8% 

Own Pager 
fK2= 1.0: df= 2; NS) 

Owvn Computcr 
(x2 = 25.7; df= 2: p~ -001) 

lx2= 11 -0: df= 2: ps .001) Modem 

a'= l. 1; df= 2; N.S,) CD-ROM 

Car ownership 
(X2 = 5; df = 2: N . S )  

Credi t Card usage 
8.21; df= 2; ps 

Yes 
No 

No Crcdit Card 
.Of) < 5 timcs 

Yes 11.2 9.6 7.1 
No 88.8 90.4 92.9 

(x2= 25.10; df= 6; ps .001) 5-10 tirnes 
11-15 timcs 
16 timcs or more 

Yes 
No 

Another interesting resuit in the percentage of "modem ownership" among people 

who actually own a computer. Only 50.8% of French students actually own a computer 

with a modem. This low percentage, compared to Canadians students, rnight explain why 

the French students have the lowest score on the new variable "Internet" (hypotheses 6a 

and 6b). Consequently, a new test was done this time only using students who own a 

cornputer equipped with a modem. Surprisingly, the mean differences among the three 

groups were not significant anymore. The result of this new test would indicate that the 

main reason why French students navigate less frequently on the Internet than Canadians 

is because French students do not have the technology to do so and not because of 
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language reasons as anticipated in the hypotheses section. Since there was not enough 

students who did not have a computer andor a modem at home it could not be 

determined if a significant difference exist, in ternis of "Intemet usership", between 

people who do and do not have the technology required to use the Intemet. 

Concerning the variable "credit card". the first chi-square reported in Table 16 is 

to identify credit card ownership among the three groups. Only 9.1% of English 

Canadians students do not have a credit card, as opposed to 25.3% and 19.2% for French 

Canadians and French respect ive1 y. The result showing that French Canadians own 

fewer credit cards than t heir counterpan English Canadians is similar with previous 

findings (Hui et al. 1993; Joy et al. 199 1). The second reponed chi-square is concerning 

the credit card usage. When doing pair-cornparison chi-square tests, significant results 

were obtained with "Credit card usage" indicating that each group is distinct fiom each 

other but significant results with "Credit card ownership" was obtained only between 

English Canadians and French Canadians students. 

The last variables that were studied tried to identifi the similarities and 

differences among the three groups are listed in Table 1 7. Once again, these results do 

not clearly identifL if the groups are similar or distinct from each other. On the variable 

"breakfast", French students stand separately from the two other groups as they are the 

group eating the earliest. Conceming the variable "Lunch, the French Canadian group is 

signi ficantly distinct as they are eating earlier than the two other groups and conceming 

the variable "Suppei' each group is significantly different from each other. With the 

variable "Hours of sleep" the on1 y signi ficant di fference is observed between English 

Canadians and French Canadians. 



TABLE 17 

DEMOGRAPHICS AND LIFESTYLE VARIABLES 

English French French Univariate 
Canadian Canadian (n = 100) F 
(n = 88) (n = 94) 

Tirne of eating Avg . 7h14 A M  7h01 P M  6h26 PM J4t8** 
Breakfast (Std D.) (2h49)b (2h53)c (2h35)bc 

Time of eating 
Lunch 

Time of eating 
Supper 

Number of Hours of Sleep 7h05 7h27 7h23 3.7* 
Average (hr) ( 1 h00)a (1 h02)a (Oh5 1) 

abc Dcnotcs signifiant diffcrcncc at p s 0.05 with m a s  with same Ictter. p 5 0.05. **p 5 0.0 1 .  *'*p S 0-00 1.  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This questionnaire is divided into two main sections. In the first section of the 

questionnaire only 12 significant differences are observed among the three cultural 

groups with only two significant differences between English Canadians and French 

Canadians. English Canadians emphasize "Being well respected" less than both French- 

speaking groups. The other significant differences are between the French group and one 

of the Canadian groups. French students emphasize "Self-respect" and "Sense of 

beionging" less than English Canadians. French students emphasize "Sense of 

Accomplishrnent" less and emphasize "Warrn relationships with others" more than 

French Canadians. 

Looking at the Table 9 (p. 43), we can observe that there are also only six 

signi ficant differences among the three groups. Once again, there is only one signi ticant 



difference between the  two Canadian groups with English Canadians being in agreement 

with the statement "1 prefer intellectual and cultural activities" more often than both 

French-speaking groups. The other significant differences are the French being in 

agreement with the statement "1 would like to  have many accomplishment in Iife" less 

often than both Canadians groups. The French also agree to "1 would like to  be 

professionaliy successfùl" less often than English Canadians and agree to  "Tt is very 

important for me t o  have job security" more oAen than French Canadians. The  previous 

differences in terms of emphasis o f  "values" and "agreement to statements" could be 

taken into consideration when transferring marketing strategies from one cultural group 

to another. But the low number of  differences among these groups and especially 

between the two Canadian groups suggests that such adaptation should be minimal if not 

non-existent. 

As it can be observed in Table 18, the hypothesis (la) that the three groups would 

emphasize "Fun and enjoyment in IifeExciternent", "Self-fulfilment", "Sense of 

accomplishment", and "Warm relationships with others" more than the extemal values 

was supported. The  value "Self-fulfilment" was the only value that was not supporting 

the hypothesis in the English Canadian group has the students ranked "Secunty" and 

"Selfirespect" more important than "Self-fulfilment". The fact that in majority the three 

cultural groups emphasize the intemal values is consistent with Kahley s findings (1 983) 

that young o r  educated people emphasize these four values. Not similar with previous 

results were the hypotheses 1 b. 1 c. and Id. Based on  Kahle's studies (1983- MM), it was 

expected t hat these values would be supported. 



TABLE 18 

HYPOTHESES AND FINDINGS 

Hypot heses I ~ u ~ ~ o r t e d l  Partially 1 Not 1 
R l a  

H 1 b 

H lc 
Hld  

H2a 
H2b 
H2c 

H3a 

H3b 
H3c 

* Only one or two variabtes suppon tlie Iiypotlicsis. 

J The four values most preferred among the three 
groups of students are the four intemal values. 
F and FC emphasize "Fun and enjoyment in 
l ife/Excitement9' more than EC. 
FC ernphasize "Security" more than EC. 
FC emphasize "Warm relationship with others" 
more than EC do. 
FC read less newspapers than EC. 
F and FC watch more television than EC. 
F read fewer newspapers and more magazines than 
Canadians (FC and EC). 
FC drink more soft drinks, BEER, and wine than 
EC. 

In the second section of the questionnaire a more important number of significant 

FC drink less hard liquor and mixers than EC. 
F drink more wine than FC and EC. 

~ 3 d  
H4a 

H4b 

HSa 

H5b 

differences were observed among the three groups including between the two Canadian 

supported' 

d 

4 
J 
J 

- -- - - 

- F drink less beer than FC and EC. 
FC women are more interested in cosmetics and 
fashion than EC women. 
F wornen are more interested in cosmetics and 
fashion than FC women. 
There are no differences in the frequency of 
cultural, social, and sporting events between EC 
and FC; except for the variable "attend parties". 
FC attend fewer parties than EC. 

groups, but for a lot of these variables it was the first time they were tested in a Canadian 

supported, 

J 

J 

J 

i 

4 
4 

J 

J 

J 

setting. As it can be observed in Table 18, the majority of hypotheses tested in a 

4 

H6a 
H6b 

Canadian setting previously were not supported except for the hypotheses "Media 

4 

J 

EC use the Internet more &en than FC and F. 
FC use the lntemet more often than F. 

behaviou?' and "the Intemet". The findings that the French and French Canadians watch 

J 



television more fiequently and that English Canadians read newspapers more often could 

be used by companies who try to reach these cultural groups. For example, if a 

promotion is intended to target specifically the English Canadians it might be more 

efficient to advertir in newspapers than on television. The opposite would be also tme. 

If a promotion is intended to target French Canadians or the French, using television as a 

medium rnight be a better investment to reach and target these two cultural groups even if 

more expensive than the written media. 

The other signifiant differences observed in terms of product consumption and 

frequency of activities suggest that some products or activities will be preferred in 

specific cultural groups, and therefore will potentially be more successful if launched and 

promoted in these geographic regions (see Table 1 1, 12, 13, 15, and 16). For example, 

the activities "Camping/Backpacking" and "Hiking" are done more frequently by French 

Canadians than English Canadians and the French (see Table 13). These results suggest 

that outdoors companies could target the province of Québec as their first market since 

this is where the fiequency of participation is the highest among the three cultural groups. 

However, as we have observed in the first section of the questionnaire, there are 

relatively no differences in the "values preference" among the three cultural groups 

suggesting that the adaptation of the marketing strategies might not be necessary for 

outdoor companies. This analysis can also be done with the other differences observed in 

terms of product consumption or frequency of activities. Section two of the questionnaire 

also identified that some markets are more appealing than others. However, the 

adaptation in terms of marketing strategies should be limited or non-existent as few 

differences are observed in "values preference". 



Concerning the hypotheses not supported, it is suggested that one main reason 

why these hypotheses are not supported is because of  the segment o f  the population used 

in this study. Previous Canadian studies used "probabilistic" samples drawn from the 

entire population, in cornparison this study only used one  segment of the population, 

undergraduate, Business students. As many o f  these hypotheses have been tested many 

times in Canada and similar results were always observed, it i s  suspected that Business 

students d o  not have behaviours similar to the "average" Canadian. This could therefore 

account for the differences observed between this study and previous ones. 

IMPLICATIONS 

In terms of marketing contributions, such findings can hclp companies to  segment 

their markets. As it can be seen in Table 6, Business students in Canada and France 

emphasize more the "internal values" than the "external values". This is similar with 

Kahle's studies showing that young and educated people emphasize more "Fun and 

enjoyment in IifeExcitement", "Self-fùlfilment", "Sense o f  accomplishment", and 

"Warm relationships with others" than the four "external values". 

As many researchers argue that to be effective an advertising strategy should 

adapt to  the cultural values o f  the citizens, it is suggested that companies who want to  

target this segment of consumers (business population) should emphasize the "internal 

values" in their advertising strotegy (Hornic 1980, Kanso 1992, Mueller 1987). Alex 

Sakiz (199 1) also developed his argumentation in the same direction arguing that to  

create advertising that sells, one must go beyond l a n y a g e  into the realm o f  values, 

customs, and beliefs. Leigh and Martin (1 988) mentioned "the correct mix of media and 

advertising copy, based on  both demographic and value information, would more 



effective1 y reach the identified target market (p. 1 53)". All these researchers argue that 

observing differences in terms of values should be used to the cumpany advantage in 

their efforts to reach the potential customer effectively. 

In terms of tramferring advertising strategies from one ethnic studied to another, 

few signiticant differences were found in tenns of "values" and "agreements to 

statements/values" that would require companies to make major changes. Among the 22 

variables in Tables 8 and 9 there are only two significant differences between the English 

Canadian and the French Canadian groups. English Canadians emphasize less "Being 

well respected" than French Canadians and agree more to the statement "1 prefer 

intel lectual and cultural activit ies". This low number of significant differences between 

the two Canadian amples suggests that these two populations might be less different 

than argued by many people. and therefore few adaptations of the advertising strategies 

are really necessary between these two groups. Unfortunateiy, previous studies have 

almost always used product consumption to sustain that English Canadians and French 

Canadians are two distinct groups. This study is one of the few done in a Canadian 

setting using "values" as discriminant variables. Further studies using "values" as 

discriminant variables will be necessary before concluding that different results are 

obtained in a Canadian setting when using "values" instead of "product consumption". 

Presently, the results using "values" suggest that two groups are similar as opposed to 

studies using "product consumpt ion" who suggest t hat English Canadians and French 

Canadians are different. 

Observing the French sample's results in Table 8 and 9 identify six significant 

di fferences wit h English Canadians and four signi ficant differences wit h French 



Canadians. These significant differences between the two countries could be taken into 

consideration before using the exact same advertising strategy within the two countries. 

For example. the English Canadian sample is more oflen in total agreement with the 

statements "1 would like to have many accomplishments in my life" and "1 would Iike to 

be professionally successtirl" than the French sample. Such findings could be used to 

advertise differently between the two groups with a message for English Canadians 

emp hasising "success" and "achievement" more t han in the French message. 

But the relatively low nurnber of differences found among the three groups 

challenge the proponents of multi-domestic strategies who argue that differences in 

cultural and ot her environmental factors influence the bu ying behaviour of people in 

different countries. Many significant differences exist arnong the three groups in terms of 

"product consumption", but this is not the case in terms of "values". Therefore 

suggesting that the study of values should take less importance than expected in 

explaining the differences in terms of "buying behaviour". Academics have for decades 

tned to understand and predict human behaviour. Researchers have used psychographic 

studies, constructs such as VALS (Mitchell 1983) or RVS (Rokeach 1973) to help them 

in their market segmentation. The results in this study show that significant diflerences 

between English Canadians and French Canadians were observed in 34% of the cases 

with the variables "product consumption", but only in 9% of the cases in the categones 

"values" and "staternents reflecting values". Such cornparison can suggest the low 

relation between "values" and "buying behaviour". 

Other environmental factors such as price and product and technology availability 

may be factors that explain more buying behaviour that values. Therefore for a Canadian 



company would like to enter the French market, an examination of product availability 

and domestic legal regulations might be a first g w d  indication o f  potential success in the 

"new country" before adapting the advertising as argued by some advocates o f  multi- 

domestic strategies. As the majority (66%) o f  the variables studied did not show 

significant differences, such findings suppon the proponents o f  globalization strategies, 

but O'Farrel et  al. (1998) would argue a company can still use these differences to 

strengthen its cornpetitive position. 

In the academic literature, many researchers have argued that ethnicity is a good 

predictor o f  behaviours with "self-identification" being the best single item. The results 

in this study suggest that using "self-ethnicity" alone might not define ethnicity well 

enough t o  be a good predictor o f  people behaviours in a marketing setting. Since 42 

students who are born in Canada did not identified themselves a s  Canadian it was decided 

to reject them on the basis o f  "self-identification" criteria. For the purpose o f  this 

discussion these students will be cal led "unidentified". Further analyses were conducted 

only with the students who identified their ethnicity to be Canadian but it was still 

suspected that these 42 students born in Canada who have interacted and live in a 

Canadian environment are their life would have similar behaviours than English 

Canadians. A comparison between the 42 unidentified students with the 89 English 

Canadians determined that the former group is not very different from the latest one. In 

fact, only nine variables observed significant differences between English Canadians and 

the unidentified group. There was no significant difference in the values (section 1) and 

only one variable in the staternents representing values (section 2). The nine variables 

are: "1 would prefer to have a job with self-direction", "Eye make-upLipstick", 



"CampinglBackpacking", "Eat brown rice", "Buy C D ,  "Language speak, ''Number of 

siblings", "Cell phone ownership", and "Pager ownership". This low number of 

significant differences may make researchers consider that even if these people did not 

identie themselves as Canadians, they might be very much so. Therefore, even if the 

students did not consider themselves Canadians and they might not "feel" like Canadians, 

in fact they grew up and interacted with Canadians al1 their life and this might affect their 

behaviours and way of thinking more then these students believe. Such results suggest 

that other variables should be used to define the concept of ethnicity as "self- 

identification" alone might not be a good indicator of ethnicity in some environments. 

The same exercise could not be conducted with the students in Québec who did not 

identified themselves as Canadian as this group was too small to run further tests in 

cornparison with the 96 French Canadian students. 

LIMITATIONS 

Jowell (1998) argues that "social scientists contemplating or engaged in cross- 

national studies should be as open about their limitations as they are enthusiastic about 

their explanatory powers (p. 175)". One of the most important issues when conducting 

research is whether people understand the categories, scaling, and definitions used in the 

questionnaire. If the reliability of the measurement varies across markets and is not 

detected, conclusions may not be valid. A reliability test was conducted on the construct 

or scaie used whenever possible. Some differences were always observed among the 

three groups but as explained in the results section, only the variables showing alpha of .7 

or higher with the three cultural groups were used. If a group of variables showed alphas 

of -7 in only one or two cultural groups, it was considered preferable to look at the 



comparison of each individual variable instead since the new variable did not show high 

reliable scores in the three groups. 

Ideall y a cross-national survey should be developed and tested in al1 participating 

nations; otherwise claims of  constmct equivalence are always suspect (Parameswaran and 

Yaprak 1987). As argued by Singh ( 1  999, the notion of "constmct equivalence" 

examines if the constnict or  response categories are interpreted similarly with cross- 

national stimuli. The low reliability of a particular constmct increases the chances of 

"invalid substantive inferences, perpetuates unsound measures and hinders the systematic 

accumulation of research findings" (p. 606). The impact of a cross-national study 

concluding that markets are "similar" o r  "different" may be very important and at the 

same time risky as  the results of such a study may influence how a cornpany will 

strategically enter a foreign market o r  adapt its product/sewice (Kaynak and Wikstrom 

1985). 

A second limitation would be  in terms o f  the generalizability o f  the findings. The  

generalisation should always be limited to the types of consumers explicitly examined. 

Atternpts t o  extend the findings to others cohorts are unjustified and potentially 

misleading (Hirschman 198 1). As Hirschman pointed out before, present findings should 

be generalised only t o  Business students. It is hoped that similar studies will be 

conducted with more diverse samples and other segment of the population, so that those 

findings can  be generalised to the entire population and not only one segment of 

consumers. 

W e  also have t o  be carefùl in the interpretation o f  the da ta  since significant 

differences might not be related directly t o  culture. In some instances. significant 



differences between Canadians and the French might be due more to structural 

constraints such as unavailability of products instead of cultural differences (Wallendorf 

and Reilly 1983). In the case of this research, the variable "tofù" would be a good 

example. This product is known to the majority of Canadians due to the high number of 

Canadians who do not eat meat for health, personal or religious reasons. On the other 

hand, this product is almost never used and in some occasions unknown to the French. 

The composition of the French population is different than in Canada and people are less 

aware of the existence of this product and they often never even use it. These limitations 

have to be taken into account, but other aspects have also to be considered in fùrther 

researc h. 

FURTHER RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION 

S ince it was the first time that the "language" scale developed by Laroche and 

colleagues was used in an international setting and with participants who had the 

possibility to speak other languages than French ancilor English, it was important to 

verify its validity. A method used by Kim, Laroche, and Lee (1990) is used to measure 

the predictive accuracy of the language items. Since the goal of this exercise was to 

validate the construct and not each single item. only the predictive accuracy of the entire 

scale was calculated. 

It could have been expected that since French Canadians and the French share the 

same language, the "language" scale would have found it dificult to discriminate 

between these two groups. However, the results do not indicate this. When a 3-group 

discriminant analysis was run, the step-wise discriminant analysis identified accurately 



89.5%' of the respondents with only nine of the twenty "EnglisWrench language" 

variables. If only two groups were considered by joining French Canadians and French 

together, the accuracy increases to 99.3% with only five of the twenty original 

"language" variables. The five variables are "Friends-English", "S hopping-English", 

"Home-French", "School-Engl ish", and "School-French". 

Even if the variable language has been s h o w  to be a gwd indicator of ethnicity 

in studying Canadians and Hispanics, Hui et al. (1997) clearly explain that an ethnicity 

measure based soleiy on language might not show convergent validity. The authors 

present the case where studying Jewish ethnicity with such a measure would lack 

validity. This is why the authors mentioned that the measure capable of extending across 

more ethnic boundaries is "self-identification". This is where the difficulty resides in 

developing a measure of ethnicity that could be used in different cultures. Hui et al. 

(1997) argue that an approach that combines self-identification with one or more 

objective facets represents a better alternative in the measurement of various ethnic 

identities. The results in this study also maintain such argumentation. Other variables 

should be used to capture the amplexity of "ethnicity" as the results in this study show 

that even if many students did not identified themselves as Canadian they where very 

much so in terms of values, li festyle, and product consurnption. 

The general tendency in the literature, especially in American studies, has been to 

assume that the main culture in terms of population as given. The researchers looked at 

the adaptation made by newcomers to t h e  pre-existing system such as Mexican- 

Americans (Wallendorf and Reilly 1983). Now, some researchers mention that we 

should look at the acculturation model rather than assimilation. Consequently, when 



considering the data analysis of these three cultural groups it would be important to 

understand that French Canadians are not expected to always "fall" between English 

Canadians and the French. They can have their own buying behaviours and "sets of 

values". Further studies comparing the three same cultural groups might identiQ that in 

some categories French Canadians are more similar ta English Canadians and that in 

some other categories they are more similar to the French. Such results could identiQ 

that some behaviours are more dificult to change than others. 



APPENDICES 

1. ENGLISH QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTED IN ONTARIO, 

ALBERTA, AND BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Dear Fellow Business Student, 

1 am an MBA student a Simon Fraser University and as part of my degree 1 am 
writing a thesis on the lifestyles of  Business Students. I would appreciate if you would 
help m e  with my data collection by filling out the attacheû questionnaire. There are no 
right o r  wrong answers. The  objective is to  gain insight to Iifestyle and values t o  better 
understand consumer consumption. 

This research is purely academic. It is not associated with any commercial 
Company. The  questionnaire will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. Your 
name will never be recorded on any pan of the questionnaire and any information given 
will be kept strictly confidential. If you feel uncornfortable answering some o f  the 
questions, you may choose not to  answer those questions, and you may withdraw fiom 
the  survey at  any time. 

Please don? hesitate to contact us should you have any questions or concerns 
about the questionnaire and the survey. We would b e  happy to provide a copy o f t h e  
research results. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Si ncerel y, 

Eric Larocque 
MI3 A Candidate 
Simon Fraser University 
Email: elarocqu@sfu.ca 

Dr. Judith L. Zaichkowsky 
Director of MBA program 
Simon Fraser University 



Simon Fraser University 
Faculty of Business Administration 

L Qu esïionn aire 

# 1 ) Hçre are a l is t  of values that people al1 over the wortd live by. Which two do  you find most 

important in your life bascd on your own beliefs and convictions? Rank them 1 and 2. 

To assure that çveryone has the same meaning o f  thc subsequent values, here are lists of  

synonyrns. 

VALUES 

- --  

b) Fun and enjoyrnent in life/ Excitement = ~leasure .  comfortable life. Hawiness 1 1 1 

dl Sclf-fiilfilment = Autonornv, Self-sufficicncv- 1 1 1 

fi Sense o f  accom~lishment = Achievemcnt, Com~etcnce.  1 1 

h) Warm relritionships with ot hers = Truc Fricndship. Close companionship. 1 1 

2d: Cive a rating for each value based on the importance you accord in your life in general 

enjoymcnt in 
lifef Excitement 1 1 1 1 1 

VALUES 

f) Sçnsc o f  
accomolishment 1 ' 1 

h) Wann 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
reiatianships 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
with others 

EXtrcrnely 
unim- 

Unim- 
portant 

Somewhat 
Unim- 

Neutral 
3 

Exrremely 
important 

Somewhar 
importun l 

important 



#2) Indicate your AGREEMENT with the following statements. 

Statements Toially Disngree Sornewhat Neutra1 
d i s a p e  Disagree 

It is very important for me 1 2 3 4 

Having close fiends with 
whom 1 can share and talk 

is my number one priority 1 1 I I 

1 always do things that my 3 
fkiends, farnily and I 1 l 2 1  l 4  
1 would prefer to hold a 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 
managerial position 
i n s t e d  of being an I I  

1 always do things that 
confonn to social 

& bc with my fnends and 1 1 1 1 

Somewhai 1 Agree 1 Totally 



#3) How often do you? 
A ctiviries Never Once Twice 4 times Once Twice a Once 5kwraf 

a ayear ayear a month a rimes a 



. -  - 

r Art g d l e r i e s e s / A  1 1 exhibits I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 ~ 1 1 1 8 1  

I restaurants I I I I I I I l  

r Browse for information I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 

No credit card O less 5 timcs Q 5- 10 timcs O 1 1- 15 times 0 16-20 times 0 2 1 or more LI 

#6) Do you own a cellular phone? No D Yes O 

#7) Do you own a pager? No O Yes O 

#8) Do you have a computer at home? No Yes P (answer subquestions) 
Withamodem? NoQ Yes Q 

With a CD-ROM? No Q Yes O 

#9) Do you own r car? No O Yes O 



#IO) How many h o u n  o f  sleep do  you get each night? (e.g. 6% hrs) Hr s 

# I l )  Do you live? (choose one ONLY) 

With your parents O 
With your cornpanion O 
With fiiends O 
Alone O 

#12) On weekdays, a t  what time do you usually have Breakfast? 

Lunch? 

Supper? 

# 13) In the following inter-personal and mass-communication context, estimate the 
percentage of times you use French, English or rny other Ianguage. (it is IMPORTANT 
that the TOTAL percentrige of every sinale ROW is 100%.) 

t 
Confext French (A) Engiish Others (996) TOTAL ' 

I I I 1 h) When shobbinn 1 =IOO./, 1 

[ j) When using the Intemet 1 1 1 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

ri) Age: < 18Q 18-200  21-23 0 24-26 O 27-29 0 > 30 D 

b) Education Level: Undcrgraduatc: l U  ycar O 2d ycar O 3" ycar O 4' year O 
Other: 

c )  Status: Full-tirne student O Part-tirne student Q 

d) Gender: Male O Fcmale 0 

c) Field of study: Business/Administration P Others: 

f) Your Father's ethnicity: 

g) Your Mother's ethnicity: 

h) What is your ethnicity: 

i) How many languages do you fluently speawread: 1 O 2 0 3 P 4+ Q 

j) Number of brothcrs and sisters: O O 1 O 2 0 3 Cl 4 0 5 9 6 Q 7+ O 

k) Country of birth: 



2. FRENCH QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTED IN QUÉBEC AND 

FRANCE (minor modifications) 

Cher étudiant(e) en administration, 

Je suis un étudiant au programme MBA de l'université Simon Fraser (Colombie- 
Britannique, Canada). Afin d'obtenir mon diplôme, je suis présentement à l'écriture 
d'une thèse sur les styles de vie des étudiants en administration. J'apprécierais que vous 
participiez à cette étude et que vous complétiez ce questionnaire afin de m'aider dans ma 
collecte de données. H n'y a pas de bonnes ou de mauvaises réponses aux questions. 
L'objectif de  cette recherche est d'améliorer nos connaissances sur les styles de vie et 
valeurs des étudiants pour mieux comprendre le comportement des consommateurs. 

Cette recherche est purement académique et n'est associée à aucune organisation. 
Compléter ce questionnaire devrait nécessiter environ 15 minutes de votre temps. Votre 
participation demeure entièrement anonyme et toute information fournie est strictement 
confidentielle. Si une question vous semble inappropriée, vous pouvez décider ne pas y 
répondre. Vous pouvez cesser de répondre au questionnaire en tout temps. 

Si vous le souhaitez, n'hésitez pas a nous contacter si vous avez des questions 
relatives a ce questionnaire ou à cette étude. II nous fera plaisir de vous fournir une copie 
des résultats d e  cette recherche. 

Merci à l'avance pour votre coopération. 

Eric Larocque 
Candidat au MBA 
Université Simon Fraser 
Email: elarocqu@sfù.ca 

Dr. Judith L. Zaichkowsky 
Directrice du programme MBA 
Université Simon Fraser 



UnivcrsitC Simon Fraser 
Facultk de Business Administration 

I ~uestionnaire I 
* La forme marculine a été utilisee dam ce questionnaire dans le seul but d'alléger le texte. 

# 1) Voici une liste de  valeurs que partagent les gens a travers le monde. Quelles sont les deux 
vaieurs que vous considérez les plus importantes dans votre vie, selon vos propres croyances 
et convictions. 

1 cl Sécurité = Sécuritk financière. familiale. et nationale. 1 1 

Pour s'assurer que vous comprenez les valeurs suivantes, une liste de synonymes a été ajoutée. 

1 e )  Respect de soi = amour-propre. 1 1 1 

VALUES 

1 el Sentiment d'm~artenance = Afiiliation. Altruisme. 1 1 1 

Ha- ui ordm les 
deux valeurs que 

vous consid- les 

2""": Indiquez pour chacune des valeurs suivantes l'importance que vous leur accordez 

1 1 importafice ] f importance 1 1 

dans votre vie en général. 

I CI sécurité 1 

1 g )  Sentiment 1 1 

Valeurs Absolumenr 
sans 

Sans 
importance 

Légércmen t 
sans 

Neutre Légéremen t 
important 

important Absolument 
important 



#2) Indiquez h quel degr4 vous êtes D'ACCORD avec les déclarations suivantes. 

Phrascs Estrtmc- En Neutre D'accord Très Extré- 
ment en desaccotd -ord d'accord mcment 

Loisirs et activi 

1 cmploi ou jc peux agir de 1 I I I 
1 facon autonome. I I I I I I I I 

Cc que les gens penscntde 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 
I moi est t~& ùnDoriant. l I I I I I I I 

decisions ct fairc des choses 
~ a r  moi-mémc. I I I I I I I I 

camcrc professionnelle 
couronride dc su&. A 



#3) À quelle fréquence effcetuez-vous tes activites suivantes? 
Activiîies 

LIRE DES JOURNAUX 
4 Emnomie 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 

4 fois 
par 
an 

Jamais 1 fois 
par 
an 

I fois 
par 
mois 

2 fois 
par 
an 

2 fois 
par 
mois 

I fois 
par 

semaine. 

Phieurs 
foispar 
semaine 



- #4) À quelle fréquence effectua-vous lu activités suivantes? 
A crivities is 2 fois ' 4 fois 1 fois/ 2 fois 1 fois Plusieurs 

r an par an par an mois pur par fois par 

Naviguer pour de 
l'information I ' 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1  I I 

#5) Dans le dernier mois, combien de fois avez-vous utilisez votre carte de crédit? 
Aucunc carte de crkdit O moins de 5 fois O 5 - lo fo i s0  Il-I5fois 

O 16-20 fois O 21 fois + P 

#6) Possedez-vous un t6lép hone cellulaire? Non O Oui O 

#7) Possédez-vous un t616avertisseur (paget)? Non P Oui O 



#8) Posskdez-vous un ordinateur personnel? Non O Oui P (répondez aux sousquestions) 
Equipé d'un modem? Non D Oui O 
Equipé d'un lecteur de disque compact? Non O Oui P 

#9) Possédez-vous un automobile? N o n 0  Oui O 

# 10) Combien d'heures dormez vous en moyenne chaque jour? (ex: 6% hr) Hr 

# 1 1) Avec qui habite-vous? (choississez UNE réponse seulement) 
Vos parents P 
PartemireKonjoint 0 
Amis 0 
Seul P 

# 12) Durant les jours de la semaine, i quelle heure de la journée est-ce que vous 
ûéjcuner? 
Dîner? 
Souper? 

# 13) Pour les îivtnements suivants, estimez le pourcentage de temps ou vous utilisez k 
Français, l'Anglais ou toute autre langue pour communiquer. (II est IMPORTANT que le 
TOTAL de chacune des rang& soit 100%.) 

d) A l'école 

fl En lisant les iournaux I I I I =iOO./- I 

J) En utilisant Intemet 1 1 -- 1 

Niveau d'éducation : Baccalauréat: 1- O 2"" Q 3'-P qianc0 année 
Autre: 

Statut: Étudiant à temps-plein O Étudiant à temps-partiel O 

Sexe: Homme Cl  Femme O 
Champ de concentration: Administration 0 Autre: 
Quelle est l'origine ethnique de votre père: 
Quelle est l'origine ethnique de votre mère: 
Quelle est votre origine ethnique : 
Combien d e  langues parledlisez-vous: 1 Cl 2 0 3 O 4+ O 
Nombre de frère(s) et socur(s): 1 P 2 0 3 4 9 5 O 6 O 7+ O 
Lieu de naissance (pays): 
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